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ANTARCTICA IN 3-D

N.Z. ANTARCTIC SOCIETY
CANTERBURY BRANCH

Four copies only of a remarkable
new two-piece moulded plastic re
lief model of the Antarctic pro
duced by the United States Geologi
cal Survey have come to New Zea
land. On the multi-coloured 36- by
ch model, the gigantic ice-cap
is shown as transparent, revealing
the shape of the hidden landscape
below. The vertical scale is about
25 times as large as the horizontal
scale.
The area covered includes thc
southern tips of Africa, South
America, New Zealand and Aus
tralia. The lower model represents
the submarine floor, the ground sur
face beneath the ice, and all ice-free
terrain above sea level. The upper
model, which is removeable and
transparent, represents the ocean
surface, the surface of the Antarc
tic ice mass, and all ice-free terrain
above sea level.
Those privileged to examine this
model should note that the lower
model attempts to portray the sub
glacial conditions now existing
under the ice. No allowance has
been made for isoslatic adjustment
—the rising which would lake place
if the ice were actually removed.
We are informed by Mr G. D.
Whitmore, Chief Topographic En
gineer of thc Geological Survey,
that only a limited number of these
experimental models were produced,
and none are for sale.

STUDENT BURSARY
The Canterbury Branch of the
N.Z. Antarctic Society has decided
to make an Annual Award, of at
least £120, in thc form of a Student
Bursary, to a suitable advanced
student, who is prepared to work in
Antarctica, in Antarctic waters, or
on any of the N.Z. Sub-Antarctic is
lands, to do valuable research dur
ing the University long vacation, a
time when he (she) wou'd other
wise be earning money to finance
himself (herself) for the ensuing
year.
The student shall normally have
completed three years of study to
wards an honours degree in
Zoology, Botany, Geology or Geo
graphy, in the University of Canter
bury, and have been offered a place
on an expedition sponsored or pro
moted by a Department of the Uni
versity of Canterbury. Apart from a
£30 clothing, etc., allowance, the
balance of the bursary will not be
payable to the student, unless a
satisfactory report has been ap
proved of at the completion of the
specified term.
Should you care to make a dona
tion to the Bursary Fund, please
send it by crossed postal order or
cheque, lo the Secretary-Treasurer,
and payable to Bursarv Fund, Can
terbury Branch, N.Z. Antarctic
Society, P.O. Box 404, Christchurch.
HELEN S. HILL (Miss).
Secretary-Treasurer, Canterbury
Branch, N.Z. Antarctic Society, P.O.
Box 404, Christchurch.
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NEW ZEALAND FIELD PARTIES
BREAK NEW GROUND
While the main Northern field party operating this summer
under the New Zealand Antarctic Research Programme is break
ing new ground in the more literal sense, other New Zealand
parties are doing so by initiating more limited and short-term
field projects directed towards a more specific objective.
The first New Zealanders to ar
rive in the Antarctic for the current
season were V. E. Donnelly, Admin
istration Officer of the Antarctic
Division and Scott Base Leader
throughout 1962, and R. B. Thom
son, senior scientific officer at Hal
lett Station in 1960 and leader of
the Australian team at Wilkes, 1962.
These two men flew to McMurdo
by the first flight of the season on
September 30.
The long-awaited sack of mail
came with letters dating back to
last summer and in the mess, break
fast was pushed aside in the efforts
to catch up on all the news from
home. The "popularity record" was
set by the Leader Col. Ron Tinker,
who received 72 letters.
The "main body" of New Zea
landers, Russell E. Rawle and his
wintering-over team for 1964, ar
rived a few days later, as did most
of the summer support party.
Four of last year's winter party
are remaining for the summer. Mur
ray Smith, biologist, will spend his
time in the McMurdo Sound area
studying the seal population.
Maurice Sheehan, Frank Gravcson
and Malcolm Ford are taking part
in field sledging operations for
which they have been preparing the
dogs and sledges throughout the
winter.
MODERN ART?
Howard Mallitte, New Zealand
National Publicity Studios senior
artist, soon made himself useful at
Scott Base. In addition to his more
cultural pursuits he used his talents
in several sign-writing jobs about
the Base.

NORTHERN PARTY
The biggest dog-sledge expedition
yet mounted by New Zealand left
Scott Basc on October 20 to begin
survey and geological work in thc
extreme north of thc Ross Depend
ency. With 36 dogs (four teams),
the six men, J. H. Miller (leader),
M. R. J. Ford, A. G. Sturm, M. J.
Sheehan, J. F. Gravcson, and S. J.
Carryer boarded a U.S. Hercules at
McMurdo to fly to Hallett Station,
350 miles to the north.
The party camped on the sea-ice
until conditions were favourable for
their air transport into the field.
This was not until October 25, when
the party was flown by two U.S.
Dakota aircraft to the western ridge
of the proposed survey area in 70°S,
158°30'E, at an altitude of 4,000 feet.
A dump was established on another
flight at 71°46'S, 159°40'E, at an alti
tude of 7,300 feet. On this flight the
aircraft came down in icy snow
with 18-inch sastruggi in what Lt.Cdr. J. R. Dixon of VX6 squadron
described as the roughest landing
of his career. "I'd rather fly from
McMurdo Sound to the Pole than
up here," he is reported as saying.
"It is no farther and the country
isn't nearly so rugged." Landing had
to be made in white-out conditions,
and take off again in fog and drift
which cut visibility to nil.
No New Zealand party has pre
viously worked so far from Scott
Base, and radio communication
problems are expected. It may be
necessary at times to rely on relay
through Hallett Station.
A full blizzard next dav made
movement impracticable, but the
party then moved in a northerly
direction to begin the preliminary
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work in the western portion of
their survey area. By the end of the
month they were moving east
across the Pennell Glacier, with
temperatures ranging from —8° to
—40 F, and weather good.
On November 2, at 69°25'S,
157°55'E, the teams were east of the
flacier
It. Dalton.
and Temperatures
within three were
milesnow
of
above zero Fahrenheit. Some equip
ment had been lost in a crevasse
"incident" and a sledge was dam
aged, but all members of the party
were well and satisfied with the
progress so far made.
Mail was dropped to the party on
November 8 north of Mt Gorton.
The party's position was then
69°45'S, 159°8'E, still just west of
the Ross Dependency boundary and
actually in Australian Antarctic Ter
ritory.
By the 15th Miller's teams were
over the boundary into the Ross
Dependency again, and moving
along the Arctic Institute Moun
tains. Ford's teams were some 10
miles to the north-west and still in
Australian territory. They expected
to meet on the 26th. Miller was now
40 miles from the depot at the
southern limit of the Arctic Insti
tute range.
SOUTHERN PARTY
Three members of the four-man
southern field party, V. R. Mc
Gregor (leader and geologist), P. J.
Barrett (geologist), A. L. Gough
(suveyor), flew south from Mc
Murdo by U. S. Dakota on Novem
ber 5 but were turned back to thc
Beardmore Depot by bad weather.
On the 8th, Depots A and B were
established as arranged. From here
they plan to carry out topographical
and geological survey work in the
Queen Maud Mountains for a period
of two months.
A major innovation is the team's
dependence on motor toboggans in
stead of dog-sledges for their work
in the field.
On November 10 their position
was 85°02'S, 164°20'W. While await
ing the arrival of the fourth mem
ber of the team, geologist and field
assistant P. C. Le Couteur. the three

men established a base-line and car
ried out some geological work, al
though two days of blizzard had
been experienced.
The Dakota flying in Le Couteur
gave the members of the party an
opportunity to cast their votes in
the New Zealand general election.
A polling booth had been fitted up
on the plane by Scott Basc leader
R. E. Rawle, in his capacity as re
turning officer in the Ross De
pendency.
On November 15 the party had
moved east to 163°35'W.
V.U.W.A.E. 8
The work of the eighth expedition
mounted by the Victoria University
of Wellington to carry out scientific
investigations in the Antarctic under
the general supervision of the An
tarctic Division, D.S.I.R. will cover
a wide area of the Ross Dependency
between McMurdo Sound and thc
South Pole itself.
First in the field were Dr A. T.
Wilson and D. A. House, who flew
from McMurdo to the Pole on
November 4 to begin a two weeks'
glaciological study at the United
States Pole Station. They dug pits
in the Polar plateau snowficld, tak
ing snow samples from various
levels in order to analyse their
chemical composition and radio
activity.
They were returned to Scott Basc
and then flown out to Lake Helen
in the Taylor Valley on November
20 and were joined by the other
members of "VUWAE 8" on Novem
ber 22.
By November 23 the University
men had completed the laying of
depots, by U.S. helicopter, in the
Victoria Land dry valleys. 5400
pounds of equipment and supplies
were taken in to 10 supply dumps,
for operations during December and
January.
The main purpose of this year's
expedition is to study Lakes Fryxell,
Chad and Bonney in the Taylor Val
ley and another six lakes in the
Victoria and Wright Valleys. The
primary purpose is to determine
whether it is by solar heat or by
volcanic heat that the lakes are
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made liquid. The team will also try
to establish the origin of the lakes
as part of their geochemical project.
Prebble and Henderson hope also
to look at some special geological
problems highlighted by the work
of previous V.U.W. expeditions.

BIOLOGICAL LABORATORY AT
CAPE ROYDS
The new hut at Cape Royds, north
of Scott Base and the site of
Shackleton's basc in 1908-09, was
completed on September 13. It is
designed as living quarters and
laboratorv for New Zealand biolo
gists working at the Adelie penguin
WINTER PARTY 1964
rookery at the Cape, and investi
To complete the wintering-over gating the colonies of seals along
the coast.
party at Scott Base for 1964 is
The construction team, which
T. HETHERINGTON (22), of Mt.
Maunganui, Technician. Mr Hether- comprised New Zealanders Lieut.
ington was born at Petone. but was Col. Tinker (Scott Basc leader),
educated in Tauranga. Leaving Smith, Sheehan. Graveson and Ford,
and also an American C.P.O. B.
Tauranga College in 1956, he en
listed in the R.N.Z.A.F. as a boy en
Hammond, travelled the 27 miles by
trant in 1957, trained as a radar dog sledge. At Cape Royds they
mechanic and completed his radar were joined by Waters (Scott Base
fitter's course in 1963. He has carpenter) and another American,
served on most of the R.N.Z.A.F. Glover, who arrived by helicopter
with extra food and building
stations.
materials. A few days later, Col.
Tinker and Hammond returned to
BASE SUMMER PARTY
Scott Base with Loudon and McLea,
Other men stationed at Scott who had arrived by Nodwell drag
Base for part or all of the summer, ging a sledge load of kerosene.
The party lived in Shackleton's
in addition to those listed in our
hut until the new building was
last issue, are
habitable. Designed by the Ministry
H. D. O'Kane: photographer
of Works, the new hut covers 400
M. A. Lowry: scientific officer
sq. feet and is completely selfR. F. Gosney: rigger
contained, with oil-fired heating
H. A. Makomako: rigger
stove, snow melter, sleeping and
R. A. Morris: scientific officer
aboratory facilities. It will no
D. M. Smyth: N.Z.B.C. journalist llonger
be necessary for men work
For B. R. Aherne read B. R. ing here
to be concerned by the
Ahern.
fire risk involved in the occupation
of the historic Shackleton hut,
LOGISTICS
restored by a New Zealand team
three years ago.
As in previous years the New Zea
land programme will be dependent
BIOLOGIST
to a very considerabe degree on
United States air support, both for
The fourth member of the Uni
transit between New Zealand and versity of Canterbury biological
McMurdo and for the transport and
team under Dr Bernard Stonehouse
resupply of parties in the field. In will be
return, space on H.M.N.Z.S. "En
Ian Spellerberg.
deavour" will bc made available for
the transport of oil and other sup
R.N.Z.A.F. OBSERVER
plies for the United States pro
A Royal New Zealand Air Force
gramme as well as for the New Zea
land expedition. It is intended that transport aircraft captain and win
"Endeavour" shall make two voy
ner of thc coveted Cranwell Sword
ages to McMurdo Sound during the of Honour, Flight Lieutenant A. E.
season, one in early December and Thompson, of Christchurch, is an
o n e i n l a t e J a n u a r y, w i t h a n observer with United States Opera
oceanographic cruise of shorter tion Deep Freeze, attached to thc
duration in between.
U.S. Air Development Squadron Six.
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PUT IN POINT
New Zealand Northern Fieid Party making camp after being put in by U.S. aircraft at
an altitude of 4,000 feet.
Photo: H. D. O'Kane.

BIRD MEN SOUTH
Bird life in the Antarctic south
of New Zealand is being investi
gated this summer by the ornitholo
gist of the Dominion Museum, Wel
lington, F. C. Kinsky. He will be
accompanied by a United States
zoologist T. Riggert.
The two men are based on Hal
lett Station, where they will study
the breeding habits of penguins,
skuas and petrels. They hope also
to visit the great penguin rookery
d, about 60 miles
south of Cape Hallett, where it is
estimated the penguins number
60,000. Here is one of the few
known Emperor penguin rookeries.
This is practically virgin country for
the ornithologist: it will be remem
bered that Brian Reid with a party
atempted to reach the island by
weasel from Hallett in the spring
of 1959 but the weasel found the

sea bottom and not Coulman Is
land. Kinsky and Riggert also hope
to spend some time at Cape Adare.
Their plans have been jeopardised
by the storm-damage to the heli
copters at Hallett Station, recorded
elsewhere in this issue.
Before returning to New Zealand
in March the two men hope to take
part in the Balleny Islands recon
naissance.
ICE SHELF PROJECT
Sympathy will be felt for Arnold
J. Heine who was already j
to leave for Scott Base early in
November when a last-minute medi
cal check-up revealed the need for
a serious operation. This was per
formed successfully at Wellington
Hospital, and Mr Heine is so well
on the way to recovery that it is
hoped he may yet be able to lead
the ice-shelf project to which he
hoped to devote the summer.
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BALLENY ISLANDS
Attention is being focussed this
season on the little known Balleny
Islands, a chain of four main is
lands and a number of islets lying
about 150 miles north of the Oates
Coast of Victoria Land. Only some
half dozen landings have ever been
recorded on these extremely in
hospitable islands, not one of them
of more than a few hours' duration.
It is hoped this summer to make:
(a) a high-level aerial reconnais
sance early in the season;
(b) a short ice-breaker visit in
December-January in order to
examine ice conditions at this
time and to carry out a lowlevel helicopter reconnais
sance;
(c) an icebreaker reconnaissance
lasting four or five days in
early March, providing oppor
tunity for biological, geophysivVETERANS
f rEa R
k kA NBOTH
csael a r c ha n da n ( J o c e^ a n of eg lr aa ,p! h| di ci n g r e
V fEt T
S R OB TOHT H
o -f
Bob
B
o b Miller,
M i l l e r ,Northern
N o r t h e Party
r n P aleader,
r t y l e asays
d e r, s a y s s m a l l p a r t i e s t o c a r r y o u t r e g ooooddbby ye e t ot oB uBt u
c ht ,c hv,e t ve e
r at ne r oaf n s e
o vf e sn e v e n s e a r c h w o r k a s h o r e t o w h a t A n t a r c t i cwinters,
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w i n t e rbefore
s , b e f setting
o r e s e out
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able.
Photo: H.H.D. D.
Photo:
O'Kane.
O'Kane. As a result of these reconnais

sances, it is hoped that it will be
ICEOLOGY possible to occupy a station some
ICEOLOGY
where in thc group for a period
Again this summer a team of of two months in the 1964-65 season,
seven New Zealand mountaineers The March reconnaissance will
under Captain L. D. Bridge, Scott probably bc by a team of scientists
Base leader during the 1960-61 sum- comprising:
mar.
.,
r.
U,.~„
:_„4
»:
TT
•.„_!
r\LT „ . l
.
/
1
•
•
.V
Dr TT. THatherton
(geophysicist)
mer, Uhas
been
instructing
United
States personnel at McMurdo in
N. M. Ridgway (oceangrapher)
E. W. Dawson (oceanographer)
approved methods of travel over
snow and ice, survival techniques
F. C. Kinsky (ornithologist)
and crevasse rescue methods. A
T. Riggert (zoologist).
total of 40 Americans, including
scientists who will be working in
TRIBUTE
the field, have received instruction.
after 5 o'clock on the
During the Governor-General's m Shortly
ornin- ' ~
visit to Scott Base Captain Bridge
accompanied Sir Bernard on those rr->v"<**ii7>ri \i-m i , .
sections of his itinerary where ice- KSS* I McMurdo to join their
craft was involved American colleagues in a church
'__ service coinciding in time with the
Visitors to Antarctica this year as JgSS SJSPS^ Kennedy The
guests of Rear Admiral T R RppHv simple service in the Chapel of the
na5etSin°cludedr Aii^Vice M&SfS SSSE J™ «mducted by Lieut-Cdr.
G. Morrison, Chief of Air Staff, FulIer' U'S-NRear-Admiral R. E. Washbourn, ——
Chief of Naval Staff: Brigadier T. assistant marine superintendent of
C . C a m p b e l l , C o m m a n d e r o f t h e U n i o n S t e a m S h i p C o m p a n v,
Southern Military District and the Captain H. G. Edwards.
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New Zealand's Governor-General
Visits Ross Dependency
When Brigadier-General Sir Bernard Fergusson, GovernorGeneral of New Zealand, spent several days at New Zealand's
Scott Base on Ross Island, Antarctica, in early November, he be
came the first Head of State ever to journey to such a high
southern latitude.
Sir Bernard left Christchurch air
port by a United States Military Air
Transport Service Hercules C 130 E
at 10 a.m. on November 6, and set
foot on the ice-runway at McMurdo
at 5.50 p.m. He was accompanied
by Major M. B. Reynolds, R.M.
comptroller) and Licut-Cdr. P. C.
D. Gibaut, R.N. (Senior aide-de
camp), by Rear-Admiral J. R. Reedy,
Commander U.S. Naval Support
Force, Antarctica, and by Dr. E. I.
Robertson (deputy chairman of the
Ross Dependency Research Commit
tee), Mr G. W. Markham (superin
tendent of the Antarctic Division,
D.S.I.R.) and Mr F. Ponder, the
Ministry of Works architect who de
signed Scott Base.
The Governor-General was met at
Williams air-field, McMurdo, by Mr
Russell Rawle, Scott Base Leader,
and was saluted as he alighted by
a United States Navy Honours
Party. He was driven the five miles
over sea-ice to Scott Base in a New
Zealand Nodwell tracked vehicle by
R. B. Thomson. Deputy-Leader Scott
Base, and soon joined the Base
staff at a buffet dinner.
Next morning, Thursday, Novem
ber 7, Sir Bernard toured the Base
and spent some time at the doglines. In the afternoon he visited
one of the Antarctic's chief "tourist
attractions," the ice pressure ridges
a few hundred yards from the Base,
described by one impressed jour
nalist as "great pinnacles of ice like
tidal waves frozen in mid-air". This
first full day in the Antarctic was
spent in ideal weather, with bright
sunshine, no wind, and a tempera
ture of 11 °F. In the evening Sir
Bernard inspected the Base labora
tories and was intensely interested

in the scientific programme which
was explained to him.
SALUTE TO FIELD PARTY
On Friday it had been hoped tl
His Excellency would be abl
visit the joint United States-JNew
Zealand Hallett Station, 350 milrnorth of Scott Base, in the f;
north of the Dependency,
official party flew by U.S. DC4 to
Cape Hallett, passing en route be
tween Coulman Island and the
mainland, but a 50 knot wind made
a landing at Hallett impossible. Dur
ing a very bumpy flight while the
aircraft circled over the station for
15 minutes, Sir Bernard told the
disappointed Hallett staff, "You
look fine from up here". The party
now flew north to Cape Adare,
where Sir Bernard saw the beach
where the first Antarctic landing
was made on January 24, 1895, and
then on into the west towards the
boundary of New Zealand and Aus
tralian Antarctic Territory.
Here the aircraft circled at 110
m.p.h., 1,000 feet over the New Zea
land northern field party under J.
H. Miller, which is carrying out a
geological and topographical survey
journey by dog-sledge in this pre
viously unvisited mountain area. As
the aircraft flew above the polar
tents and spanned-out dog teams of
the camp, Sir Bernard took movie
photographs and watched as the
package of s'edging stores, mail and
his own gift to the party para
chuted down, while Miller and his
party waved. The drop was made
to within 50 yards of the sledges,
in clear weather and bright sun
shine. His Excellency talked by
radio with Bob Miller, who assured
him that the party was "feeling fine
and in good spirits."
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The return flight lo McMurdo
was uneventful and the whole
journey of 1,500 miles was com
pleted in nine hours. On arrival at
Williams airport at 5.45 p.m. His
Excellency was conveyed by heli
copter to Scott Base in time for
dinner.
ON HISTORIC GROUND
On Saturday, November 9, the
Governor-General flew by helicopter
to see the most famous building
in the whole of Antarctica, the hut
at Cape Evans which was the home
of Captain Scott's last expedition,
1910-13. Here, before inspecting the
hut and the relics preserved in it,
Sir Bernard unveiled the plaque in
memory of the three men of the
Ross Sea Shore Party 1915-17 who
lost their lives (see p. 329). He
was also flown to Cape Royds,
Shackleton's base in 1908, and to
the Dry Valley area west of Mc
Murdo Sound.
That evening Sir Bernard cele
brated the anniversary of his arrival
in New Zealand as Governor-General
at a dinner at Scott Base. After
toasts to the Queen and to the
President of the United States Sir
Bernard proposed a toast to the
President of the U.S.S.R., an ack
nowledgment of the presence at the
dinner of a Russian scientist, Dr G.
Tarakanov, who had wintered with
the Americans at McMurdo making
a long-term meteorological study of
the Upper Atmosphere.
On Sunday, November 10. His Ex
cellency began a two-day visit to
McMurdo Station as the guest of
Rear-Admiral J. R. Reedy by at
tending Divine Service at the
Chapel of the Snows. The service
was conducted by Chaplain LieutCdr. W. Fuller, a" Baptist, and His
Excellency read the lesson. After
the service he addressed several
hundred Americans in thc general
mess at McMurdo. Admiral Reedy
requested him to send wishes for
long life and happiness to Queen
Elizabeth
TO THE SOUTH POLE
On Monday, Sir Bernard was
flown in a United States Hercules
aircraft to the South Pole, where
he was greeted by 64 degrees of
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frost. He was met by the young
base Commander, Lieutenant W. Mc
Lean, and spent an hour and a half
at the bottom of the world. Among
the first to whom he spoke at the
Pole Station were two New Zea
landers, Dr A. T. Wilson and D.
House, of the Victoria University
o f We l l i n g t o n E x p e d i t i o n . T h e
party, which included Rear Admiral
Reedy, left McMurdo at 9.30 a.m.
and returned there at 5.15 p.m.
Next day, the last full day of his
visit, Sir Bernard was flown to
Byrd Station. He returned to Scott
Base to spend the night and on the
13th in the morning visited the Em
peror penguin rookery at Cape Cro
zier by helicopter. In the afternoon
he was taken for a short dog-sledge
ride by a team of Scott Base
huskies driven by Lucy and Ahem,
and then had a final meal with the
men. Gifts were exchanged: the
New Zealand party gave Sir Bern
ard a model dog-sledge which had
been carved by Scott Base car
penter Barry Waters during the pre
vious winter. "I have learned how
extremely little I know," said His
Excellency in his farewell words,
"and from now on I will be able to
follow your probings into the
secrets of Nature with a great deal
more intelligence and vastly more
interest."
The Vice-Regal party left Scott
Base at 8.15 a.m. and the Hercules
departed from McMurdo at 9 a.m.
in bitterly cold, gusty weather for
an uneventful flight to Christchurch,
New Zealand.
NEWSMEN NEARLY MISS
Shortly after midnight on Friday,
two journalists, two TV and
National Film Unit camera-men and
a photographer set off across the
sea-ice from Scott Base in two
tractors hoping to reach Cape
Evans, 16 miles away, in time to
prepare a brew of 50-year-old tea
for the Governor to drink from a
Scott-Expedition-time cup. A white
out made it advisable for them to
make for the coast of Ross Island
and wait five hours for the weather
to clear. They reached Cape Evans
only 15 minutes before the ViceRegal helicopter came in. His Ex
cellency did not get his cup of tea.
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AFTER 47 YEARS
PLAQUE UNVEILED
In March, 1916, six ill-fed and
wretchedly equipped members of
the Ross Sea Shore Party of
Shackleton's proposed Trans-Antarc
tic Expedition, after laying a depot
in the Gap near Mount Hope at the
foot of the Beardmore Glacier, were
fighting a desperate battle with
starvation, cold and scurvy on their
long sledge journey back to their
base at Cape Evans. On the 9th, the
Rev. Arnold P. Spencer-Smith died
of scurvy. The others reached Hut
Point but the ice was not firm
enough to make it possible for them
to sledge on to Cape Evans. So they
survived as best they could on prac
tically nothing but seal-meat, wait
ing for the ice to firm. On May 8
Captain Aeneas Mackintosh and V.
G. Hayward decided to make a dash
for the base hut. They were never
seen again. The survivors, Ernest
Wild, E. E. M. Joyce and R. W.
Richards, made the journey safely
on June 15, and with Stevens, Jack,
Gaze and Cape were rescued on
January 10, 1917, when Shackleton
himself arrived on "Aurora" under
the command of Captain J. K.
Davis.
Before leaving for New Zealand
Keith Jack and Wild constructed a
cross and erected it on Wind Vane
Hill a few hundred yards from the
hut. Jack composed an inscription
which they intended to carve on
the solid wooden cross, but there
was no time to do this and Shackle
ton wrote another inscription on a
scrap of paper, enclosed it in a
metal cylinder and had it tied to
the cross. This was found by men
of U.S. Operation High Jump in
February 1947 and is now in the
National Maritime Museum, Green
wich. But in December 1960 the
New Zealand Huts Restoration
party found embedded in the ice
of 44 years Jack's original draft, and
this was inscribed upon a plaque
which has been cemented into the
rocks by which the cross is held
erect.
On November 9, of this year, His
Excellency thc Governor-General of

^aaamm^mmMBtKaaW"
Sir Bernard Fergusson unveiling the
memorial plaque at l_ape tvans to bpencerSmith, Mackintosh and Hayward.
Photo: H. D. O'Kane.

New Zealand, Sir Bernard Fergusson, stood with Rear-Admiral J. R.
Reedy, Mr G. W. Markham, Superin
tendent of the New Zealand Antarc
tic Division, Mr R. W. Rawle, Scott
Base Leader, and other Americans
and New Zealanders, and unveiled
the plaque, 47 years after the
memorial cross was erected. "We
a r e t o d o h o n o u r, " s a i d t h e
Governor-General, "to three of those
brave men who pioneered the work
in which you and your United
States colleagues are engaged today.
I am sure that these three men
whose names live on in legend
would have been proud of their
successors and happy to know of
the co-operation between men of
New Zealand and British stock and
men of thc United States."
BUSY POST OFFICE
To mark the first visit of any
Head of State to the Ross Depend
ency mail bearing the special Ross
Dependency stamps and posted at
Scott Base during the visit was
franked with a special Vice-Regal
visit date stamp. The Scott Base
post-master, Irwyn Smith, had to
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move out of his three-foot square
"post office" into the recreation
room in order to cope with the
thousands of covers sent by philat
elists all over the world for des
patch from Scott Base during the
Governor-General's visit.
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HALLET WEATHER

SCOTT ISLAND STATION?

I n S e p t e m b e r g e n e r a l l y fi n e
weather prevailed after a strong
storm at the beginning of the
month, when thc day's average
wind was 52 m.p.h. and there were
gusts of 104 m.p.h. After September
2, however, there was only one
other day with average winds over
10 m.p.h. There was a record of
15 clear days during the month.
New projects for this year include
construction of a generator build
ing and the installation of three
100-kiowatt generators, thc erection
of a modified T-5 barracks to be
used for "in-service" testing and the
modification of thc warehouse by
adding a second floor and two rollup doors.

A permanent weather-station on
Scott Island, just inside the Antarc
tic Circle, south of New Zealand,
would greatly help in forecasting Aus
tralian and New Zealand weather,
said a Russian meteorologist at
tached to the United States Antarc
tic research programme at Mc
Murdo, Mr J. J. Tarakanov.
The automatic weather station re
cently installed at Scott Island by
the icebreaker "Atka" could not bc
of great help in forecasting because
it gave information only of ground
conditions, Mr Tarakanov said. In
any case, the station would be re
trieved at the end of the summer,
whereas meteorological information
from thc island would be most use
ful in winter.
Mr Tarakanov, who has been at
McMurdo since January, has been
trying to find why meteorological
conditions in the middle and
westerly wind belt of the middle
and high latitudes of the Southern
Hemisphere are as disturbed as
they are, why the disturbances are
so big, how long they continue, and
under what conditions they dis
appear.
He planned to spend a week in
Wellington on his way home
examining records there. From Wel
lington he would go to the Inter
national Data Centre in Melbourne
for further information.

OLD MAN BLIZZARD
A blizzard of exceptional violence
struck Hallett on November 1, when
winds of 90 miles per hour rocked
the station. Only its secure moor
ings saved a United States Dakota
aircraft. Parked a few miles away
from the base, it was blown 11 feet
on either side of its mooring point
in the teeth of the gale. One heli
copter was blown over but was not
badly damaged. A second helicopter
had its rotors blown off and was re
turned to Christchurch for repairs.
Fears were entertained at Hallett
for the safety of the New Zealand
Northern Field party then 300 miles
west of thc station "in rough moun
tainous country. A radio message
from the party, however, reported
good weather and all members of
the party fit and well.
The penguins at Ha'lett were not
so fortunate. While some sought
shelter, many others left for the
open sea.
A proposed New Zealand biologi
cal survey has been set back by the
damage to the two helicopters,
which were to have been used to
convey the scientists who planned
to carry out the first survey of the
Emperor penguin colony on Coulman Island, an important part of
the New Zealand 1963-64 pro
gramme.
Some indication of the violence

LOYAL GREETINGS
While at Scott Basc the GovernorGeneral sent loyal greetings to Her
Majesty the Queen on behalf of the
44 New Zealanders then working in
the Antarctic. Her Majesty replied
offering her sincere thanks and add
ing, "Please express my good wishes
and those of my husband to them
all. Elizabeth."
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of the storm is given by thc fact
that one of Halletl's famous "land
mark:;," thc huge Castle Berg which
lay ice-bound in Moubray Bay for
many years and was featured on
the Antarctic Society's Calendar for
1962, was blown out to sea during
the storm.
Two U.S. helicopters to replace
those damaged during the blizzard
were flown from Texas by Globemaster aircraft on November 8 and
were due at Christchurch on the
11th.
Though the blizzard had lost 50
ger
er 2,
centconditions
of its violence
were still
by too
Novembad
for a full assessment of the damage
to be made but it was evident that
both United States and New Zea
land field and station scientific
work might be seriously affected.
One Jamesway hut was blown away
and others seriously damaged, but
the main station bui'dings were un
harmed. The aerials for communi
cations and some scientific instru
ments were damaged. Scott Base
Deputy Leader R. B. Thomson who
had been flown up to Hallett on
October 30 to direct the rigging of
new aerials for Upper Atmosphere
research reported on the 2nd that a
blizzard of up to 40 knots was still
blowing.
THE FUTURE
It is expected that scientific work
will be continued indefinitely at
both Scott Base and Hallett Station
at approximately the same level as
at present. The pattern of field
w o r k , h o w e v e r, w i l l p r o b a b l y
change considerably, from topo
graphical and geological reconnais
sance in iittle known country to the
prosecution of detailed research
into specific problems in relatively
limited areas. This year's southern
field party may in fact be regarded
as experimental and possibly the
first of a long series of smaller
scale projects designed to increase
our knowledge of the area which
has been opened up by the more
spectacular field journeys of the
past few years.

THE OLD
FELIX ROONEY
A bright and genial 78 year old
iiving quietly at his daughter's
home in Woburn, Wellington, was
55 years ago a fireman on Shackle
ton's S.Y. "Nimrod" bound for the
Antarctic. Felix Rooney was born
in Glasgow in 1885 and educated
there though he spent many boy
hood holidays in Ireland. He be
came a seaman. A fellow crew
member on one voyage was H. J. L.
Dunlop, the "Nimrod's" chief en
gineer, and this influenced young
Rooney, then only 21, to apply for
a post. He was accepted.
After the return of "Nimrod" to
New Zealand in 1908 he stayed in
this country and served on coastal
and trans-Tasman ships till the out
break of the first world war. He
joined the 1st Canterbury Infantry
Batalion and served on Gallipoi
and the Western Front until the end
of the war, except for a period in
hospital after he became a casualty
at Armenliercs. He was with the
Union Steam Ship Company for 24
years, retiring 17 years ago to reside
in Lyttelton.
After the war he married an Irish
girl who died some years ago. He
has four children and 10 grand
children—and wonders if any others
of the original "Nimrod" ship's com
pany are still alive besides Capt J.
K. Davis and Sir Raymond Priestley.
CHARLES MAUGER
We had hoped to refer also to
C. C. Mauger. carpenter on "Aurora"
during the 1915 drift, but regret to
record Mr Mauger's death early in
October. We hope lo publish some
details of his life in our next issue.
ERRATA
"Antarctic," vol. 3, no. 7, Septem
ber, 1963.
p. 279. Campbell's landing on the
Balleny Islands was on a low spit
at the N.W. end of Borradaile Is
land, not on Sabrina Islet.
p. 278. D. W. Hobby was at Davis
Station in 1960, not at Mawson.

FRENCH PLAN ANOTHER BUSY
SUMMER IN TERRE ADELIE
"Thala Dan" left Le Havre on October 11 carrying the 1964
wintering party for Base Dumont d'Urville, and should arrive at
Hobart on or about December 5.
At Hobart the summer party, in "old-boys." The new wintering over
cluding a large construction team, party is led by Jean Morin, himself
12 men, and a helicopter four-man
unit, will join the vessel, as well
as Dr Paul-Emile Victor, Director
of Expeditions Polaires Francaises,
and Captain Johannessen, United
States meteorologist, who will be a
S.C.A.R. observer. "Thala Dan" is
expected to leave again for France
about February 1.
Meanwhile all goes well in Terre
Adelie, with the scientific work prol i n g n o r m a l l y. C o n s t r u c t i o n
wuik at the base has been pushed
forward as quickly as hours of sun
shine have permitted: 77 hours in
August, 167 in September. It has
been possible to work on 90% of
these daylight hours.
In Paris, preparations are com
plete for the departure of Bauer's
five-man French section of the Rus
sian-French glaciological group for
the 9th Soviet Expedition (see p.
340).
An Air Force Alouette helicopter
is being taken south for the landing
of cargo and the disembarkation of
personnel, and also for general use
during the summer period. French
land transport at Dumont d'Urville
Base includes an "Agrip" tractor for
base use, four light tractors (con
verted wease's), three weasels for
use in the field, a wheeled trailer
and three sledges.
The programme comprises re
search in Aurora, Cosmic Rays, Geo
magnetism, Glaciology, Ionosphere,
Meteorology, Radio activity and
Animal Biology with special refer
ence to petrels and penguins. Con
struction work envisaged includes
the erection of a new generator
building and a new laboratory.
"OLD BOYS"
The French team has its fair
sprinkling of "expolaires": Antarctic

a veteran, and he will have with
him at Dumont d'Urville 18 men,
three of whom have previously win
tered in Terre Adelie, and one of
whom has wintered in Greenland.
In the summer party of 19. Claude
Lorius, leader of the glaciology
team, and seven others, have pre
viously spent a year at either Arctic
or Antarctic bases.
The wintering team comprises, in
addition to the Leader, a doctor, a
radio officer, and a cook, nine scien
tists and six technicians.
SPRING DAYS
The mildness of a sunny Septem
ber made everybody forget the
rigours of the winter months and
encouraged the renewal of outdoor
activities. Blizzard days, 20 in July
and 19 in August, winds with a
peak of 260 k.m. per hour, and tem
peratures falling to —25° are just
bad memories.
In the penguin colony, very rough
ly handled during the winter, thc
first chick was born on July 4.
Snow petrels appeared at the begin
ning of September.
Outside work, which slackened off
during July and August, was ac
celerated in September and, taking
year with year, thc quarter's record
of work done was impressive: 198
square metres of concrete founda
tions for new buildings, construc
tion of :i 50 cubic metre lank. 216
tons of gravel and 33 tons of
shingle mixed and 480 explosive
charges detonated!
Radio communications were con
siderably interrupted in thc second
fortnight of September by unusual
auroral activity and widespread
magnetic disturbances. There were
total black-outs on four days.
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WORK AHEAD
The re-arrangement on L'lle des
Petrels begun last year has made
possible improvements to the dis
embarkation point, the construction
of a track for the removal of spoil
and the preparation of the rock
platforms on which the new build
ings will be erected.
The construction of living quar
ters will facilitate the re-building
of Dumont d'Urville station in 1965.
Ship movements have been organ
ised so as to lengthen the summer
working-season to 70 days. This will
enable the IQSY scientists to erect
and "run in" the instruments which
will be operational throughout the
whole international programme,
that is throughout the years 1964
and 1965.
KINDNESS REPAID
Mrs Marie Louise Stephensen had
her second trip as a "member" of
a French Polar expedition when she
returned to- her home in Hobart
from France in October.
Mrs Stephensen travelled to
Europe early this year in the
"Magga Dan."
The trip was a gift in recognition
of her services to Frenchmen who
have called at Hobart on their way
to and from the Antarctic.
Mrs. Stephensen was to leave
Europe about October 9 in the
"Thala Dan" with members of the
next French expedition.
She has visited cousins and other
members of her family, and re
turned to the Canton de Vaud,
Switzerland, which was her home
before she migrated to Queensland
more than 70 years ago.
Her 81st birthday anniversary was
celebrated in Switzerland.
She spent a short holiday in Nor
mandy with one of the French
scientists and his family before
leaving.
lovcable man. The sympathy of his
innumerable friends will be ex
tended to his widow, the sister of
his fellow Antarctic explorer, Sir
Raymond Priestley, and to his
family.

THE VETERANS PASS
GRIFFITH TAYLOR
Many people the world over will
be saddened by the death at his
home in Sydney's suburban Seaforth, on November 5, of Profes
sor T. Griffith Tayor, who was one
of the few surviving members of
Scott's Last Expedition and the only
surviving section leader. He was
82.
Born in London, he came to Aus
tralia with his family at the age of
13. He became an able geologist,
and was 29 when he was selected
as one of the remarkable band of
young scientists who wintered over
with Scott at Cape Evans in 1911.
As leader of the "Western Party"
he made two remarkable journeys
in the then little-known area
west of McMurdo Sound and the
Ross Sea, and the Taylor Glacier
and Valley are named after him.
"Grif" Tayor was a prolific writer.
Of his 40 books, perhaps the best
known is "With Scott, The Silver
Lining," a very human story of the
great expedition, enlivened with the
humour which helped to make the
Professor such a delightful com
panion. A writer in the Sydney
"Sun" has described him as "an
extraordinary man—an eager and
indefatigable scholar, a quick and
at times impatient talker, and a
man who did not suffer fools
gladly," yet he was a kind man
and the soul of hospitality.
Ten years after his Antarctic days
he was chosen as Australia's first
professor of Geography, at the Uni
versity of Sydney. He became Pro
fessor of Geography at Chicago
University in 1918 and at Toronto
University, Canada, in 1935. He re
mained at Toronto until his retire
ment in 1951, by which time he was
a recognised authority not only in
his particular subject, but—geology,
paleontology, climatology, meteor
ology, glaciology. anthropology and
ethnology as well! And when over
80 he was still a great walker. The
old man would take parties of
schoolboys on long geological hikes,
and it is said, walk them off their
feet.
Truly a great Australian, and a
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NEWS FROM AUSTRALIAN BASES
EARLY JOURNEYS ON ICE CAP
This spring has been noticeable in ANARE annals from the
fact that men at all three of the Australian continental stations
have staged early-season probes by tracked vehicles into areas
hundreds of miles distant.
MAWSON
spell of adverse weather. As the
The beginning of the Antarctic result of a blizzard, one of the
t»ring in September brought about
a sudden and most welcomed
change in climate, the most notice
able event being the putting aside
of blizzard masks, with sunglasses
taking their place. Generally, the
weather was reasonable, with bliz
zard conditions and windy clays
early in September.
Normally, with the onset of the
spring and summer months, radio
communications improve to the ex
tent of being able to tune in to the
outside world on the broadcast
bands. For a couple of weeks in
September, however, solar disturb
ances created a radio blackout over
Antarctica, most annoying for those
who wished to send or receive
"Wizzas."
During the recent epic flight of
the two American aircraft from
Capetown to McMurdo, McDonald
and Merrill remained on watch
throughout the night, compiling
hourly weather observations and
keeping in touch with the Ameri
cans transmitting the weather as
required.
Seals began to return in Septem
ber and for a few unlucky males
*ieir stay was very short-lived, as
ley were needed as food for the
dogs.
Much work was in progress
around the station as final prepara
tions were made for the approach
ing journey to the Amery Ice Shelf.
The mechanics spent the major
part of thc month rebuilding thc
weasel. This tracked vehicle was to
be used as a scout car during the
journey.
Maintenance of the station is al
most continuous, especially after a

buildings lost its metal roof-cover
ing.
In October temperatures varied
from minus 8° to a maximum of
27°F. During the month there was
a relatively low average wind speed
of 20 knots with a maximum gust
of 82 knots.
The pups, five months old in
October, are growing into solid
dogs. The dinghy is being repaired
for travelling in the harbour when
the sea ice breaks out.
During the hectic few weeks prior
to the field parties' departure, car
penter Davidson was a very busy
man. It seemed every man was
building or installing some very
vital piece of equipment and all
wanted his expert advice which he
willingly gave, and very often he
turned to and completed the job
himself.
The doctor, Lippett, was steadily
improving but still confined to his
quarters in the surgery.

FIELD JOURNEY
On the 27th a party consisting
of McMahon, Paish and Grafton,
with two teams of seven dogs each,
left Mawson bound for the Amery
Ice Shelf, 250 miles east of Mawson.
The dogs were loaded on a sledge
and transported to Mount Twin tops,
a mountain depot about 40 miles
from Mawson. This saved the dogs'
hauling of the loaded sledges up
the blue ice slopes to tne ice
plateau. The dogs fought tooth and
nail for the greater part of the
journey and the handlers were most
relieved to see them staked on the
lines when thc mountain was
reached. The support party for this
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portion of the trip, Edward, Taylor,
Eather and Moore in a Snowtrac
and weasel, were forced to camp
the night at Twintops owing to
heavy drift. Next morning, after
farewelling the dog party, they re
turned to Mawson. On the 31st the
m a i n p a r t y, E d w a r d , Wa r r i n e r,
Wishart and Howard, with the ve
hicles, 2 D4 tractors towing a living
caravan and stores caravan, plus a
scout weasel, left Mawson, also
bound for the Amery. Both parties
were "blizzed" 55 miles and 20 miles
respectively out from Mawson.
ANTARCTIC DEATH
A member of the 1963 Australian
National Antarctic Research Expedi
tion at Mawson died on October 18.
He was Robert Frederick White,
aged 20. a senior technician (elec
tronics) who left Australia last
January.
White collapsed late on the 17th
at the Station and in spite of medi
cal attention died early next morn
ing. The cause of his death has not
yet been determined.
It will be recalled that White
volunteered at one day's notice in
January to replace an expedition
man on m.v. "Nella Dan'' who had
suffered an attack of appendicitis
and who had been disembarked at
Albany. White flew to Albany and
joined the ship.
The youngest member of the Ex
pedition, he was buried in a rock
cavern overlooking the base.
D AV I S
ROAD TO ICE CAP
A road through snow, ice and
rock, giving access to the Antarctic
plateau, has been pioneered by the
men at Davis, the smallest ANARE
station.
Until now field work has been
restricted to travel by do" teams,
but the new route will enable light
vehicles lo be taken up on to the
plateau. Rough, ice-free rock exlends inland behind Davis for 18
miles before the edge of the ice
plateau is reached. Here a subsidi
ary station called Platcha was
established in 1961. Vehicles travel
from Davis to Platcha over sea ice.
The new track gives vehicle access
from Platcha to the plateau.

In making the track the men
took advantage of several natural
cuttings in the rocks. Most of them
were strewn with boulders which
had to be cleared before vehicular
movement was possible. Explosives
were used to remove large boulders
and hand implements to dislodge
the smaller ones. Depressions were
filled with rubble. As far as possible
the men used snowdrifts in the
cuttings to provide a surface suit
able for tracked vehicles. The work
was done in very adverse condi
tions, with high winds, heavy snow
drift and intermittent blizzards.
To facilitate the movement of
vehicle cargo sledges over the new
road a flying fox has been set up
leading 200 feet from Platcha to
the ice slope higher up. Loads up
to 600 lbs. weight at a time can be
hauled up by cable while the
sledges proceed unloaded.
This route will enable tractor
parties from Davis to push south
ward over the plateau to join up
with parties from Mawson working
on the Amery Ice Shelf, 300 miles
away.
The maximum temperature in
September was 27.6° and the mini
mum —16.8°.
PIONEER ICE-CAP JOURNEY
A three-man party at Davis has re
turned from a field trip of 230
miles on the plateau inland from
the station. This is the first trip by
a tracked vehicle on the ice cap
in this area and was made possible
by the recently constructed access
road. The main purpose of this
journey was to lay a depot of sup
plies and equipment at a point
along the route to be taken by a
tractor party later this year which
plans to visit the Amery Ice Shelf.
The depot-laying party left on
September 4, led by Dr. Desmond
Lugg, Medical Officer at Davis, who
was accompanied by Giddings, act
ing as driver-mechanic, and Strover,
radio operator and navigator. They
travelled with one snowtrac and
took a team of huskies as emer
gency support. The men enjoyed the
magnificent view from the edge of
the plateau, with frozen fjords
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winding their way through the bare
rocks of the Vestfold Hills to the
sea ice beyond, in which sparkled
myriads ol grounded icebergs.
The party's survey along a direct
route revealed much dangerous
multi-directional crevassing and at
one point a 16-foot crevasse barred
the way. A safe route, however,
was found and flags were drilled
into the ice at regular intervals to
mark it. These will greatly assist
the tractor party which is to follow.
The lowest temperature recorded
was —26°F. Apart from minor frost
bite, members of the field party re
turned fit and well.
TRACTORS LEAVE
The scheduled departure was de
layed for one week owing to an
accident prior to leaving Platcha
for the inland depot: Foale had the
misfortune to fracture his kneecap.
He was quickly mobile again with
his leg in plaster. Strover now ac
companied Young and Holder onto
the Plateau. The dog teams were
taken to the depot, 10 miles inland
on the Plateau, in the Snowtrac.
Blizzard conditions kept the party
in a tent 38 miles from Davis, with
all well and spirits high.
On one of numerous trips around
the Vestfold Hills Met. man David
Dodd, found the first seal pup for
the season. The seal maternity ward
is overflowing and some members
think the 30-pound baby was too
much for the stork.
"The weather for the month," re
ports Lugg, "has not continued in
the same way as last month's In
dian summer." Maximum tempera
ture was -f23.8°, minimum —12.9°.
Maximum wind gust 65 knots.
After the departure of the field
party to the Amery Ice Shelf the
dog numbers were reduced to four.
WILKES
September showed an improve
ment in temperatures, the minimum
being a mere —11°, the average 10°
and the maximum 30°. There was
only one clear day, and four others
when the sun appeared. The snow
fall of over 21 inches was more
than double that of any previous
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Three tractors are carrying the
men and pulling sledges with food
and fuel sufficient for the entire
journey. Using seismic, gravity and
magnetic techniques, the party will
measure the thickness of the ice,
and plot the relief of the rock
which it overlies. Snow and ice
structure will be studied by excavat
ing holes to measure annual layers
of compacted snow. Sample ice
cores will be brought back for
microscopic study of the crystals
and for density determinations.
Daily weather reports will be
radioed to Wilkes and thence to
Australia.
Previous seismic traverses by
Australian National Antarctic Re
search Expeditions from Mawson
and Wilkes have collected similar
information. Last year' '
Australian ti"ci,"-,rea f™
Vostok rev
thick and trou
rock which were thousands of feet
below sea level.

PROGRESS
Fickle October weather did its ut
most to keep Saxton and his team
out of the new territory. Progress
was rather slow but steady until
143 miles had been covered, when
the elements kept the boys pinned
down for seven consecutive days.
During this time Thomas main
tained his twice-daily radio schedule
to give the weather information col
lected by Gleeson.
During this long period the snow
drift built up so high that the door
of the caravan could not be opened
despite energetic shovelling, and the
hatch in the roof was used as an
exit. However, there was a slight
relenting of the weather, and by the
end of October they had managed
to penetrate a further 150 miles,
where they temporarily established
a base of operations from which
sorties of exploration of up to 50
miles will be made.
As well as the weather, the ice
surface has proved very difficult,
being extremely hard and glazed
and riddled with razor sharp sas-

September. The wind, while not ex
ceeding 111 m.p.h., averaged 18
m.p.h. for the whole month, equal
ling the previous record.
THOUSAND MILE TRAVERSE
September activities at Wilkes
were almost wholly directed to
wards preparing for the spring tra
verse by Saxton (leader). Morgan
(diesel mechanic), Gleeson (met. ob
server, glaciologist and driver),
Spence (diesel driver and assistant
met. observer), Thomas (radio
operator and assistant geophysicist)
and Kirton (geophysicist and seis
mologist). One of the radio trans
mitters was specially designed and
built on the station by Webster for
this traverse.
The party left Wilkes on Septem
ber 28 in fairly good weather and
reached the satellite station S2, 50
miies east, the next night. From
there they will proceed due south
for 100 miles and then enter com
pletely new territory—one of the
few remaining totally unexplored
parts of the world.
This expedition is to be purely

scientific, no attempt being made
to cover great distances which will
be little more than 1,000 miles. It
will be the most ambitious unsup
ported exploration yet attempted, as
it is planned to map an area of
40,000 square miles (almost half the
size of Victoria).
The men expect to be absent
from the station for about _ 3
months, to be at altitudes as high
as 10,000 feet above sea-level and
to experience temperatures as low
as — 68 °F.
trugi up to three feet high. The
average temperature in this area
was —30°, with the thermometer
dropping to —48° on more than one
occasion.
Back at the station the weather
was "fairly average for this time
of thc year." October was a cloudy
month with only three clear days.
Winds were light, averaging 11
m.p.h. and gusting to 92 m.p.h. on
one occasion. The temperature aver
aged 8° rising to 27° once and fall
ing to a minimum of minus 13°.
The only record set was that of
snowfall which was over 21 inches.

Antarctic Summer Voyages
In the coming summer, Australia's four Antarctic stations,
Mawson, Davis, Wilkes and Macquarie Island, will be relieved by
new parties totalling 80 men who will winter through 1964.
Four voyages will be made by
DOCTORS WANTED
Australian National Antarctic Re
search Expeditions in M.V. "Nella
Dan." The itineraries are:

(1) Melbourne-Macquarie IslandMelbourne: December 15 to
December 30.
(2) Melbourne - Wilkes - Fre
mantle: January 7 to Febru
ary 13.
(3) Fremantle - Mawson - Davis Hobart: February 14 to March
24.
(4) Hobart - Macquarie Island Melbourne: March 26 to April
5.

As late as mid-October the De
partment of External Affairs made
an urgent appeal for two medical
officers to join the 1964 parties for
the Stations at Wilkes and Mac
quarie Island which then had no
medical officers and which could
not depart for Antarctica without
them.
A.N.A.R.E. doctors arc encouraged
to carry out research projects in
microbiology, zoology or physiology,
in addition to their medical duties,
if time is available before their
departure for this to be organised.
Salaries and allowances range from
£3339 to £4201 per annum for a mar
ried man.
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The Officer-in-Charge at Mawson
Station for 1964 will be Peter
James Martin of Wellington New
Zealand. Mr. Martin is aged 36 and
was the senior scientific officer dur
ing 1961 at the joint United Stales
—New Zealand Hallett Station in
Antarctica and also served on subAntarciic Campbell Island. He is
ihe technical representative of a
scientific instruments company in
New Zealand. Mr Martin served for
eight years in the Royal New Zea
land Navy and was later a radar
specialist in thc New Zealand Civil
Aviation Administration.
Peter Martin will have some fel
low-Kiwis with him at Mawson. Of
the party of 26, three are New Zea
landers, Martin, Oilicer-in-Charge, is
from Wellington, one Radio Opera
tor, Bruce H. Allport, is from Taur
anga, and another, Leslie D. Miller,
is from Wanganui. The party is
scheduled to leave from Fremant'e
by the "Nella Dan" about February
Leaders at the other Australian
stations will be:
WILKES
Raymond A. O'Leary (37). He is
actively interested in ocean yacht
racing and skin diving. Mr. O'Leary
holds the rank of Captain in thc
Commonwealth Military Forces.
One of thc new Wilkes team is
Leon Fox, who will be making his
sixth visit to the Antarctica. His
first experience was at Heard Island
in 1953, and he has worked at all
the Australian stations. Fox is an
expert dog trainer: he trained Alsations for the military police in
Malaya before first going to the An
tarctic. He claims to have trained
about 150 dogs.
DAVIS
Norman E. Trott (29). Mr. Trott
holds thc Diploma of Mechanical
Engineering. He is a technical
school teacher who has already
spent a year at Davis as meteoro
logical observer in 1962.
MACQUARIE ISLAND
Robert O. Nunn (35). Mr. Nunn
is a technical officer at the Com
monwealth X-ray and Radium
Laboratory, Melbourne. He is best
known for his activities as umpire
for the Victorian Football League.
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SWISS EXPEDITION
IN TROUBLE?
There appears to be considerable
doubt as to whether the proposed
Swiss Antarctic expedition will
eventuate. The Senate of the Swiss
Academy of Sciences is not pre
pared to support the expedition,
planned by the "Society of Swiss
Polar Explorers" and headed by
Gilbert Caillet of Lausanne. M. Caillet was diesel-mechanic on one of
the French expeditions to the An
tarctic.
M. Caillet has had difficulties in
making arrangements for the use
of the French basc in Terre Adelie
and the Australian base of Mawson,
which are mentioned in his plans
as the starting point and terminal
respectively of his proposed Antarc
tic traverse.
At all events, the chartered vessel
"Norsel" did not leave Norway on
the scheduled date, October Id.
Although the Swiss Society of
Polar Explorers has announced in
the press that the expedition will
spend the 1964 winter in Adelie
Land, near Port Martin (site of the
original French base, burned down
in 1953) it does not appear that
France proposes to proffer any of
ficial assistance to Ihe Swiss Expe
dition.
DEATH ON GOUGH ISLAND
Johan W. Smallberger, leader and
meteorologist of the South African
seven man party on Gough Island
(WSW of Capetown) lost his life
sometime between September 11
and September 18. He left base
alone to travel overland lo the Glen
and did not return. His body was
found by searchers on the 18th near
the summit of South Peak. He had
evidently been attempting while in
adequately dressed to find a new
route from the base to thc Glen
over extremely rough country when
cold weather set in and he died
of exposure following exhaustion.
The Administrator of Tristan da
Cunha in his capacity as coroner
in giving his verdict of death by
misadventure, stressed the need to
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SPRING RETURNS TO SANAE BASE
Accidents—fortunately without very serious consequences—have marred
the passing of winter at the South African station on the coast of the
Antarctic continent.

During July 1963 the glaciological
programme at the South African
SANAE base was extended to im
prove the measurement of snow
accumulation.
The sun was first seen at. 12 noon
on 22 July after two months of
darkness. This meant the start of
new outdoor activities. Thc huskies
enjoyed thc freedom etc. after hav
ing been kept in the snow-tunnel
for three months and really en
joyed themselves running around in
the clean white snow. One huskie
died on August 22.
NEAR TRAGEDY
On August 23 the geologist was
hurt during a visit to Polarsirkel
Bukta. He approached the edge of
the ice shelf and when a large
chunk of ice broke away without
warning he disappeared over the
edge and was saved only through
being roped to his two companions
who could pull him back lo safety.
After some medical treatment he
was confined to bed for a few days
and kept under observation. He
was fit and back al work again
within two weeks. Polarsirkel Bukta
is approximately 12 miles from
SANAE base.
The following report was submit
ted on the glaciological work done
at Polarsirkel Bukta. Two holes
were sunk into the shelf ice to be
low sea level. From the cores it is
evident that the snow accumulation
is fairly high in this area. A dia
mond shaped network of markers
was laid out to determine the ac
cumulation as well as any vertical
and horizontal motion of the shelf.
enforce thc regulations about leav
ing the base unaccompanied, and
urged that men leaving base wear
suitable clothing and be provided
with emergency rations and some
means of attractinu attention.

SPRING CHORES
During September and October
outdoor activities were started in
earnest and quite a lot of digging
was necessary to uncover stacks of
fuel drums etc. covered in by drift
during the winter. One tractor not
used cluring the winter was covered
up to roof level in snow.
The possibility of preparing an
emergency landing strip was investi
gated and it was found that a strip
of 5,000 to 6,000 ft. long could be
prepared fairly easily if required.
This provisional investigation was
made in view of the intended flight
Cape Town—McMurdo. (See p. 346).
DEPOT LAYING
During the first week of October
four members of the team consist
ing of a geologist, meteorologist,
radio technician and a medical doc
tor as leader left for the mountains
to the south of SANAE with the
object of depositing foods and fuel
supplies at different advance depot"
to facilitate the main field pn~
gramme planned for the end (
October.
October 10 being a public holiday
in South Africa was celebrated at
SANAE with a Bisley. Empty 4 gr*1
Ion cans served as targets but ve.^
few shots found their mark.
On October 22 thc diesel mechanic
van der Meulen lost two fingers
when his right hand was caught in
the fan of the Muskeg Tractor.
He has since recovered sufficiently
to start work again.
TEAM FOR 1964
The winter team will comprise 14
men, led by W. R. van Zyl (36).
Two men of the 1963 group, W. J. F.
du Toil, meteorologist, and A. du
Plessis, geologist, are remaining for
a second year at S.A.N.A.E. The
other members of the new team
comprise three meteorologists, two
geophysicists, a geomagnetist, a doc
t o r, t w o r a d i o m e n a n d t w o
mechanics.
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SCIENTISTS CO-OPERATE
U.S.—U.S.S.R.
It is reported from Washington
that the United States and the
Soviet Union will co-operate this
year in a major Antarctic investiga
tion of cosmic rays. Steel antenna
towers 105 to 190 feet high will
be erected at three United States
stations, Byrd, Pole and McMurdo
and at two as yet unspecified Rus
sian stations. There is a possibility
that other nations may also partici
pate in the programme.
The object of the study is to
detect distinct SM 24 cosmic ray
events and to investigate their vari
ations in energy, lime and loca
tions. One station will beam radio
waves at the ionosphere. The waves
will bounce downward and will be
recorded at a receiving tower at
another station. In this way the
flow of atomic nuclei generated in
the ionosphere by solar cosmic rays
can be continually monitored.
The study is to take place in thc
Antarctic because cosmic rays are
guided by the earth's magnetic 'ines
of force into this area.
Dr G. H. Meyer, American scien
tist, veteran of several Antarctic
seasons, will spend a full year at
the Russian, Mirny station, engaged
in micro-biological studies.
U.S.S.R.—FRANCE
At the invitation of the Soviet An
tarctic Committee of the U.S.S.R.
Academy of Sciences, Expeditions
Polaires Francaises will co-operate
with the ninth Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition during the 1963-64 summer
in a joint programme of glaciologi
cal research.
This glaciological group will com
prise 20 scientists and technicians,
of whom five will be French. The
leader will be Professor P. A.
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Shumsky, vice-president of the Soviet
Antarctic Committee. His deputy
will be the leader of thc French
group. Professor Albert Bauer.
The glaciological team travels to
Mirny on the "Estonia" leaving
Leningrad about the beginning of
December after calling at le Havre.
From Mirny the team will be flown
to Vostok, where climatic condi
tions are particularly severe. Vostok
has an altitude of 3,500m (11,500ft)
and summer temperatures range
from —40° to —50°C (—40° to
—58°F). From here the glaciolo
gists will travel in three heavy (30
ton) tractors, and will take
measurements at various points on
the 1500 km (930 mile) journey
from Vostok back to the coastal
base of Mirny.
The French members of the team
will bc particularly responsible for
ice deformation studies by means
of a tellurometer specially adapted
for low temperatures, using tech
niques developed during the Inter
national Glaciological Expedition to
Greenland in 1959. In addition they
will bore deep in order to deter
mine, by the study of stable and
radio-active isotopes, the amount of
water which accumulates beneath
the ice-cap on the Polar plateau.
These last investigations will com
plete the stratigraphic studies
undertaken by Soviet scientists.
The sum of this long-term investi
gation—as its full significance will
not bc realised unless it is repeated
a year later—is particularly import
ant for the establishment of the
ice-flow lines, necessary to draw up
a mass budget of the Antarctic ice
cap.
This project is in line with the
spirit of the Antarctic Treaty signed
in Washington in 1959, which urges
all nations to exchange results and
techniques. It wi'l be the first such
French-Soviet collaboration.
Our latest information is that M.
Bauer's team was in mid-November
completing the preparation of the
necessary equipment, in Paris, be
fore joining their Russian col
leagues.
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Widespread Scientific Programme At
Four Soviet Stations
Reports of Soviet plans for 1964 do not suggest any slacken
ing off in either station scientific research or field work.
F L I G H T SVIAV IN.Z.
FLIGHTS
A N.Z. The following stations will be
active throughout the coming year:
Flights from
Flights
from the
the Soviet
Soviet Union
Union toto Mirny: 66*33'S.( long. 93°0TE. 30
Antarctica by
by way
way of
of Christchurch,
Christchurch, m above sea level. 20 scientists, 67
New Zealand
Zealand have
have been
been resumed.
resumed, others.
Two Russian
Russian Ilyushin
Ilyushin 18
18 turboturbo Vostok: 78°27'S., 106°52'E. 3420 m
prop aircraft
aircraft arrived
arrived at
at ChristChrist above sea level. 6 scientists. 6
church airport
airport on
on November
November 28
28 en
en others.
route to
route
to Mirny.
Mirny. Dr
Dr A.
A. Treshnikov,
Treshnikov, Novolazarevskaya: 70°46'S., 11°
the leader
the
leader ofof the
the party,
party,said
saidin in
49'E. 87 m above sea level. 6 scicnChristchurch that
Christchurch
that the
the flights
flights via
via tists, 6 others.
New Zealand
Zealand may
may now
nowbecome
becomethethe Molodezhnaya: 67°40'S., 45°51'E.
regular practice. The
The Russians
Russians were
were 40 m above sea level. 9 scientists,
accommodated in
in five
five Christchurch
Christchurch (, others.
hotels during their stay of a few
days.
PLANNING
While the two Soviet planes which
The extensive planned scientific
visited Christchurch two years ago
programme comprises observations
were on a pioneer flight, Dr Tresh
nikov said, the present flight was and research in meteorology (sur
face, upper air and solar radiation
taking 67 scientists, construction observations at all four stations,
workers and journalists to the w i t h i c e r e c o n n a i s s a n c e a n d
continent.
observations on the
On board the two aircraft was -meteorological
traverse route out of Mirny),
only a part of the ninth Soviet Aurora, Cosmic Rays, Ionosphere,
Antarctic expedition, he said. The
Geomagnetism, Earth Currents,
largest part was aboard the ice
Geology, Hydrology and
breaker "Ob" and the supply ship Seismology.
Medical Research into the problems
"Estonia," which are not calling at of human acclimatization.
New Zealand.
Oceanographic observations will
While in Christchurch, several top be carried out along the route of
officials in the ninth Soviet Antarc
the "Ob" from the Soviet Union to
tic expedition paid an informal call thc Antarctic and back. Whenever
on Rear-Admiral J. R. Reedy, com
possible, oceanological stations will
mander of the United State's Navy be carried out at section along 20°E.
Antarctic Support Force.
In preparation for the Inter
Those present included Dr Tresh
national Year of the Quiet Sun, the
nikov, who is director of the Polar p e r s o n n e l a t Vo s t o k i n s t a l l e d
Institute, Leningrad, and Professor special apparatus and are the first
M. Somov, leader of the Soviet ex
to begin studying galactic radio
pedition during the summer season. sounds. They are also continuing
B e f o r e l e a v i n g f o r M c M u r d o to assemble instruments to be used
station on November 30 pilots of in the observation of "whistlers."
both planes were briefed by the
Molodezh station in Enderby
Civil Aviation Administration which Land is at present manned by a
supplied meteorological data. The team of 8, headed by hydrologist
United States Navy Antarctic Sup
P. Morozov. Weather reports from
port Force also gave information. Molodezh are regularly reaching
The aircraft were expected to re
many weather bureaus a'l over the
turn in about three weeks.
world. The preliminary data show
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that the winds here are more severe wind in July—60 metres per second.
than at Mirny on Pravda Coast.
All these stations are equipped
Thus in March-July the maximum with the necessary instruments and
wind speed was 39-46 m/sec.
have among their staff scientists
specialising in various fields—all ex
The working programme at Molo
perienced polar explorers. All in all
dezh is being extended. It is plan
ned to organise observations in the the 9th Antarctic expedition will in
fields of aerology, hydrology and clude some 200 scientists, airmen,
the earth's magnetic field. "There engineers and technicians. A group
will also be more workers at the of foreign scientists will be making
the trip to Antarctica—French and
station.
Czech specialists on cosmic rays and
At Mirny work is continuing on a
terrestrial magnetism.
wide programme. After a long
By established tradition a Soviet
break an aircraft is regularly taking scientist
will work at one of the
off from the ice covered airfield American bases, and an American
to make weather surveys and ice at Mirny.
reconnaissances over the Davis Sea.
The expedition intends to make
The men are preparing for new two
long treks into the heart of
treks and flights across the Antarc
Antarctica, south of Queen Maud
tic ice cap.
Land, into regions where man has
The new expedition will continue never before set foot. The traverse
the geological, geographical and from Vostok to Mirny in a sledgehydrographical research in Enderby tractor train will cover a distance
Land. The marine division on board of more than 1500 km.
the "Ob" will carry out complex
oceanographical work in the
southern part of the Indian Ocean.
TRAVERSE PLANNED
The new expedition is being led
by the well-known polar explorer
The traver s e with sledgeM. Somov. His deputy and the tractors between Vostok and Mirny,
director designate of Mirny is P. with tellurometric measurements of
Senko. He will be wintering over the ice-sheet surface deformation
for the third time on the Pravda rale, stratigraphic studies of firn
Coast.
and the collection of samples for
For the first time an exchange the analysis of isotopes has been re
of specialists will take place between ferred to on page 340.
thc Soviet and British expeditions.
During the trek, which is ex
Czech scientists will work at Vos
pected to take place in Januarytok and Novolazarev.
February, 1964, basic glaciological
Both in Moscow and in Lenin
work will be done at five or six
grad by the end of September pre
points, including Vostok, Komsomol
parations had begun to equip the skaya, Vostok I and Pionerskaya.
ninth expedition. The Deputy Direc
The other tractor train is
tor of the Hydrometeorological Ser
s c h e d u l e d i n D e c e m b e r, 1 9 6 3 vice, E. Tolstikov, told a news
January, 1964, to follow the route
paperman about thc forthcoming Vostok, Pole of Inaccessibility, 78
expedition.
S., 20 E., Molodezhnaya, a distance
"The men," he said, "will be of 3,000 k.m. over largely unknown
working in an important period; country. The vehicles involved will
bc an A.A.T. tractor, two KharkovJanuary will see thc beginning of chanka
vehicles and three tractor
the International Year ofthe Quiet
Sun, which will continue until De
sledges. Sixteen men will take part,
cember 30, 1965. Four Soviet seven of them scientists, making
stations will be in operation: Mirny, seismic soundings and geomagnetic
Novolazarev, Vostok and Mo'.odezh, determinations.
at which the first wintering-over
The "Ob" was expected to leave
has been in progress. The personnel Leningrad on November 13 and thc
at Molodezh recorded a tremendous "Estonia" on December 3.
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HOW PENGUINS HELP
GEOLOGISTS
Why are geologists so interested in the
pebbles found in the stomach of pen
guins? This "Observer's Note" by P. S.
Voronov in a recent issue of the "Soviet
Antarctic Expedition Information Bulletin"
gives the answer.

One day at the beginning of Janu
ary, 1957, while they were engaged
in freeing a six month old Emperor
penguin chick weighing about 12kg,
and found frozen on the fast ice,
our zoology enthusiasts discovered
in its stomach about 300g of small,
poorly rounded pebbles measuring
from a few millimetres up to two
centimetres in diameter.
How did all this unusual collec
tion get into the penguin's stomach?
Generally the presence of stones in
a bird's stomach is a common
phenomenon: they are necessary
for easier grinding and digestion of
food. Probably our little penguin
received its share of stones with
the food which the adult penguins
poured straight into its beak.
But how did the stones get into
the stomach of the adult Emperor
penguins? These birds practically
never emerge on to dry land, but
spend their life in the open sea
or on thc sea ice i.e. in places
where there are obviously no stones.
Thus we can only assume one thing
—that the penguins obtain these
stones from the sea bed when they
dive to the bottom in search of
food.
Of the handful of small stones
found in the penguin's stomach, the
overwheming majority consisted of
different granitoids, vein and meta
morphic rock similar in compo
sition to the most widely distri
buted forms of bedrock in Eastern
Antarctica. Less than 10% of the
stones consisted of dark grey phyllitic schists and pink fine and
medium grained quartzitic sand
stone and aleurite.
If we take into account that this
handful of pebbles was collected by
adult birds in the most diverse
places on the bottom of the Davis
Sea, then it can safely be regarded
as an original average sample of

the local sea-bed deposits. But since
such deposits are formed from ac
cumulations of morainic material
from the continent, then examina
tion of the petrographic composition
of the pebbles from the penguin's
stomach can yield valuable informa
tion about the geological structure
of that part of Antarctica, which is
now hidden from us beneath its ice
cover.
Thus penguins help geologists and
play a large part in the study of
the rocks of their frozen homeland.

NOVALAZAREV
In a recent issue of the 'Soviet
Antarctic Expedition Information
Bulletin" the Leader at Novolazarev
station in 1961, V. I. Gerbovich, gave
some interesting details about the
station.
The site is a flat area of land
220m x 200m, at the eastern ex
tremity of Schirmacher Ponds
(70°46'02S, 11°49'2E). It is situated
87 metres above sea level. Around
the station there are several other
areas suitable for extending the
station, building other installations
and storing fuel.
The approaches to the site by
land are good. The station territory
contains a suitable strip for skilanding by the AN-2 type aircraft
and, after a small amount of pre
paration, for LI-2's.
THE BASE
In the 1960-61 season four pre
fabricated huts were erected. They
contain radio stations, photographic
laboratories, workrooms for a
meteorologist, a geophysicist and an
aerologist, doctor's surgery, messroom, galley, bakery, diesel power
plant, mechanical workshop,
laundry, bath house and also living
quarters. In addition one aerological, one glaciological and three mag
netic buildings, a store for materials
and equipment and a 25 cm. diesel
fuel tank were built.
All the prefabricated huts are
fitted with water-heating systems. In
the office and living quarters the
water is heated by electric boilers,
and in the diesel room and messroom through the diesel cooling sys-
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tem. On a neighbouring lake is a
water supply station with a pump
and the water is fed along the
heated pipeline into tanks installed
in the bath house, and from there
under its own pressure along
another pipeline into the company
quarters- The washroom in every
hut has hot and cold water laid on;
the waste water is discharged
through a sewage system.
Inside, the huts are divided by a
coloured wooden partition and
painted with an oil-based paint; the
floor and wall panels (1.2m high)
are covered with fireproof linoleum.
Ventilators are fitted in every room.
The internal and external electric
wiring in all buildings is of armour
ed marine cable. The roofs of the
main buildings are covered by gal
vanised iron and they are earthed
against static electricity. All the
buildings are erected on wooden
piles and secured by steel guy
ropes. Wooden duckboards are laid
between the huts. Building was
completed on April 18th, 1961".
WINTER
Twelve men remained to winter
over at the new station. Meteoro
logical, actinometric. aerological,
glaciological and geophysical (earth
magnetism and aurorae) observa
tions were carried out during the
winter.
The mean annual temperature at
Novolazarev is —10°4, the mean
temperature of the coldest month
(July) is —19°0, of the warmest
—2°0 (January), the absolute mini
mum —33°3 (June 17th, 1961), the
absolute maximum 5°3 (January
15th, 1961). The mean annual
velocity of the prevailing south-east
winds is 10.6 m.sec. with the
strongest guests reaching 48m/sec.
In summer the wind velocity was
lower than in the other seasons.
During the year the number of days
with a wind velocity of more than
15m/scc was 220 and in some
months their number was from 23
to 25.
ANOTHER YEAR
On the arrival of the members
of the Seventh Continental Expedi
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tion another pre-fabricated hut was
built which contained seismic ob
servation and earth current observa
tion stations, a geophysical labora
tory (moved from thc administra
tive building), a photographic
laboratory and two living rooms. A
new cold storage room measuring
4 x 6 x 3m. was built, an auto
matic telephone exchange with 50
extensions was installed. All the
buildings were painted in different
colours and combinations, which
made the station look particularly
attractive and made it stand out
against the background of grey rocks
and the glaring white snow.
Tass reported in September the
issue of four stamps in a series
called "Antarctica—the Continent of
Peace."

SIX WOMEN !
The 10,135 ton Russian tanker
"Batumi" reached Sydney on March
28 last on its.-way to-refuel the Rus
sian Antarctic whaling fleet. It left
its base port, Vladivostok, on
March 3 and returned at the end
of April after covering more than
15,000 miles.
The Batumi had a crew of 40
men and six women. One woman
was the ship's baker and thc others
stewardesses.

NEW ZEALAND ACTIVITIES ON
PARADE
The Antarctican Society in the
United States is holding" a "New
Zealand Night" in Washington on
January 30, 1964, "because of the
generous assistance and hospitality
given our Antarctic programme by
New Zealand."
In addition to a talk on New Zea
land's Antarctic programme for the
coming year it is proposed to
mount a display of photographs
showing New Zealand's Antarctic
activities and to screen a film on
this country's work in the Antarctic.
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ANOTHER UNITED STATES
OPERATION SWINGS INTO ACTION
Deep Freeze 64, the U.S. Navy's ninth consecutive Operation
Deep Freeze, will involve more than 3,000 men from all branches
of the service, 11 ships (including a N.Z. Navy frigate and the
N.Z. tanker "Endeavour") and 30 aircraft.
All of these will be needed to antenna towers, ranging in height
carry out Deep Freeze's mission to from 105 to 190 feet at three U.S.
support the U.S.A.R.P. by transport stations Byrd, Pole and McMurdo,
of personnel resupply of provisions and at an as yet undetermined num
ber of Russian stations, to detect
and fuel to permanent camps, re
placement of worn-out equipment, distinct solar cosmic ray events and
to investigate their variations in
construction and repair of perma
nent facilities and special field sup
energy, time and location. This re
port of scientific traverse parties search will be part of the U.S. con
tribution to the IQSY and there is
and temporary camps.
a possibility that other nations in
The building of the sea water dis
the Antarctic may also participate.
tillation plant connected to the nu
clear power plant at McMurdo (An
Two separate studies of Antarctic
tarctic Vol. 3, No. 7); the resupply seals are to be financed. An investi
of 20,000 measurement tons of food gator from the New York Zoologi
and equipment to men on the con
cal Society will investigate the
tinent; the scientific survey of thc physiology and ecology of the four
Palmer Peninsula by an icebreaker Antarctic seal species, by SCUBA
and major construction tasks at diving some 200 feel under the ice
McMurdo, Byrd, Amundsen-Scott
to photograph seal behaviour, while
South Pole, Beardmore and Little a University of Arizona researcher
Rockford stations, including the will concentrate on the Weddell
special antennae for the cosmic ray seal, which can surface from depths
research project; these are some of of more than 1,000 feet, without
the major operations planned.
getting the "bends" which a human
In the provision of logistic sup
diver would suffer.
port, the U.S. Navy will be aided
Photogeology will also be a twoby units of the Coast Guard, Mili
tary Sea Transportation Service party project, one studying
ships, a squadron of the Military feasibility of using colour ........
in the ice-free area, the
Air Transport Service, the Royal graphy
New Zealand navy and a Task Unit other visiting outcroppings in littleof the U.S. Air Force, operating for known Northern Victoria Lane"
the first time the wheeled version
Also covered by the grants are
of the Hercules, the C-130E aircraft. numerous other scientific disci
plines as well as contracts for thc
support and maintenance of instal
MORE ABOUT PLANS
Further details of the U.S.A.R.P. l a t i o n s s u c h a s t h e M c M u r d o
Station biology laboratory, the re
projects for the 1963-64 summer at search ship Eltanin and others.
an estimated grand total of $7,000,The McMurdo biology laboratory,
000, are now to hand.
A co-operative United States- constructed in 1959 as a 48ft. by
Soviet Union study of cosmic rays, 50ft. T-5 unit, now consists of
about 4,120 square feet pure work
the high energy particles that con
tinually bombard the earth, will in
ing space with extensive laboratory
research facilities.
volve the construction of huge steel
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HISTORIC FLIGHT
Deep Freeze 64 was officially
opened in an historic way. On Octo
ber 1 Rear Admiral James R. Reedy
stepped from his LC-130F aircraft
at McMurdo after having flown non
stop from Cape Town in 14i hours,
describing the achievement as "A
great flight; a historic flight."
Acclaim for and appreciation of
this epic flight came from all sides.
It was compared to Sir Vivian
Fuchs' land traverse of the conti
nent; it was claimed as an out
standing example of international
co-operation and called the pioneer
venture "opening a route through
the sky in Antarctica as surely as
men like Scott and Shackleton did
on the Antarctic snows." Rear Ad
miral Reedy himself later expressed
the opinion that too much emphais had been placed on the prospects
of commercial flights over the An
tarctic continent. He did not en
visage, he said, hordes of aircraft
flying from Cape Town to New Zea
land or Australia by way of the
South Pole.
But however the potentialities of
the flight arc regarded, the fact re
mains that per se it was an achieve
ment new to Antarctic history and
a most impressive way of opening:
Deep Freeze 64, setting a high
standard for the next few months'
scientific and logistic efforts.
Months of preparatory work had
been the build-up. In Cape Town,
intensive briefing, equipment check
and tune up, radio communications
tests, weather probes by the South
African Air Force, the stationing of
the South African Navy frigate
"Transvaal" to serve as a navi
gational and radio communications
aid and an advance weather
station. At the SANAE base an
emergency ski runway was pre
pared, and Rear Admiral Reedy
paid tribute to all the assistance
and support given the flight by
South Africa, Britain and Australia.
During thc actual flight offers of a
landing field at Mirny, should it be
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necessary, had been made by the
Russians at that base.
Tw o H e r c u l e s o f t h e V X - 6
the point of no return after 7hrs.
llmin. flight at altitudes of 25,000
and 31,000 ft., with an outside tem
perature of —79°. Shortly there
after the outline of the Antarctic
coast appeared on the radar equip
ment, and 14,000 miles of uncharted
Queen Maud Land and the Antarc
tic Plateau passed beneath their
wings before they sighted the
Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.
Thence it was almost a routine
flight to McMurdo.
Conventionally - routed support
flights from Hare wood, New Zea
land, had already started the new
season's break-up of thc winter iso
lation, flying in 56 officers, men and
research programme staff, two
members of the New Zealand
D.S.I.R., normal cargo, and 5,709 lbs.
of mail for McMurdo and 176 for
Scott Base. One U.S. sailor was
the receiving end of 210 letters,
while a further 442 lb. of mail was
destined for the South Pole station,
490 lbs. for Byrd, 484 lb. for Hallett
and 92 lb. for Eights.
Within weeks Globemasters, heli
copters. Hercules, a Rescuemaster
and Dakotas were winging their
way, or being flown, to Antarctica,
and icebreakers, tankers and cargo
ships heading for New Zealand en
route for more southern destina
tions.
Deep Freeze was under way.
One of the longest traverses ever
undertaken in the Antarctic was
scheduled to leave Byrd Station in
November to investigate the virtual
ly unexplored region on the
southern margin of the Filchner Ice
Shelf. A six-man party from the
University of Wisconsin's geophysi
cal and polar research centre was
to investigate the existence of a
large ice stream which they think
drains the Antarctic plateau before
moving out to the Filchner Ice
Shelf through a gap between the
Pensacola and Thiel Mountains,
moving at a rate of perhaps 200 to
300 metres a year.
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INVENTION
:cessity gave birth to another
at McMurdo Station
:r the last shi)
s^aauii nad sailed away, mc com
munications centre found itself
short of teletype tape with no
chance of further supplies coming
in before the end of the winter.
Handling up to 24,000 messages
per month during the summer and
up to 9,000 a month during the
winter, the communications centre
faced the prospect of having to
transmit its messages manually and
therefore much more slowly and
less accurately by experimenting to
find out if a substitute could be
manufactured on the spot with
such materials and tools as were
available.
Scissors and numerous different
types of paper (unspecified) were
brought together and finally it was
discovered that brown wrapping
paper was a satisfactory substitute.
So far, so good, but how to cut a
roll 30ins. wide into smaller ones
measuring only 11/16 of an inch?
The Public Works Department
was called in to help. A band saw
frayed the edges too roughly for the
necessary tolerance on teletype
tape, and the paper would not feed
through the machine properly. But
ingenuity devised a jig consisting
of a series of razor blades spaced
to the exact 11/16 in. size, across
which a machine shop lathe drew
the paper to be cut neatly to the
required dimensions. Three weeks
later, after minor adjustments to
the teletype machine to cope with
the increased thickness of the new
tape, the first message went out on
wrapping paper.
Flights over the North Pole, the
South Pole and the Pole of Inac
cessibility by the same aircraft
carrying the same crew within a
7-month period is a noteworthy
record on its own, but to this can
be added the further record that
the Antarctic flight was thc longest
non-stop flight in that continent's
history, covering territory never be
fore seen or charted by man.
In February this year, a U.S. Navy

Air Development Squadron VI LC130 Hercules made a 3,470 statute-

Pole, north into the southern
reaches of Queen Maud Land,
thence to the Pole of Inaccessibility
and back to McMurdo. And all this
in lOhrs. 40min.
RE-ASSURING
Beginning before the nuclear re
actor at McMurdo Station achieved
power production the U.S. Public
Health Service established back
ground levels of environmental radi
ation there, to use as a datum for
comparison after the reactor was
operating effectively.
Samples of air, snow, water and
biota were collected and radiologically analysed both at McMurdo and
at Byrd and the results from both
were so similar that it can be
reasonably stated that the reactor
was not a substantial contributing
factor to the levels of activity in
the air.
In summary, the levels of activity
measured in the environmental
media at the two stations were ex
ceedingly low and represented only
a small fraction of the levels in the
U.S.
ALL ABOUT CREVASSES
Crevasses, how to find them and
how to cross them, are the subject
of a three-part article in the Bulle
tin of the U.S. Antarctic Projects
Officer, written by a man who ought
to know. CWO George W. (Featherfoot) Fowler has taken part in ex
ploratory, scientific and salvage ex
peditions in both the Antarctic and
the Arctic since 1955. (See Antarctic,
March 1963 for one of his ventures).
A detailed description of the types
of ice and snow topography in
which crevasses are likely to occur
introduces the first part of this
article, followed by details of sur
face and aerial detection of the
hazards, and the section ends with
the words "Do not assume anything
that can be ascertained."
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ARGENTINE ANTARCTIC ACTIVITIES
PLANS FOR 1963-64
We are indebted to the Director of Instituto Antartico Argen
tino and to Sr. Enrique Ortez for this outline of Argentina s An
tarctic programme for the coming season.
Argentine Antarctic research is A two man group headed by Sr
carried out
carried
outbybythethe
Argentine
Argentine
Antarc
Antarc- Cesar Lisignoh will carry put
Uc Institute
tic
institute and
and three
threeservice
sen-iceor or- glaciological and topographical
ganisations,
g
a n i s a t i o n s , the
t h e Naval
N a v a l HydroH y d r o - work at General Belgi ano Base,
Service, the
the Navy's
Navy's Antarc
Antarc- Ellsworth scientific station and thc
graphic Service,
tic Group and the Army. *The
TheInsti
Insti- Bertrab Nunatak
lute for
tute
for its
its own
own programme
programmeco-opts
co-opts Sr Jorge S. Dulrnan will be cri
men from the Pharmaceutical and gaged on micro-biological work and
Biochemistry faculties
Biochemistry
faculties ofof the
the UniUni plant and amma biology at General
vversity
e r s i t y ofo f Buenos
B u e n o sAires,
A i r e sthe
, t hBelgrano,
e
and a the Navy Stations
Southern National
Southern
National University
University and
and Orcadas (S Orkney Islands) and
the Military
Militarv Geographical
Geographical Institute.
Institute. Deception Island.
Work will be carried on in the
South Shetland Islands area, the NAVAL HYDROGRAPHIC SERVICE
Antarctic Peninsula, the Filchner
The staffs at Deception Island
Ice Shelf and the South Orkney and the Orkney Islands will be reIslands.
ieved and the bases re-provisioned.
In addition to routine naval activi
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMME
ties an oceanographical programme
will be carried out. This will com
The scientific programme will in
prise:
clude a geological survey, the col
1. In the Weddell Sea, regular
lection of petrographical, palaeon
tological and biological samples, oceanographic stations, with ob
measurements of radio activity and servations both at the surface and
at depth, bathymetric and bathythe collection of samples for analy
thermographic surveys, and measure
sis for their radio activity, glaciolo
ment of currents at the edge of the
gical reconnaissance and the blood- ice shelf, as well as geophysical
sampling of Antarctic birds. During studies
the summer months the scientific
installations at General Belgrano 2. In the Mar de la Flota and in
Gerlache Strait, studies in primary
Base will be enlarged and over
hauled, and at the Almirante Brown productivity by Carbon 14 uptake
Naval Station the buildings will be methods and pigment determina
tions : regular oceanographic
inspected.
stations.
Thc task of inspecting the instal
A major task will bc the mainten
lations and stores in view of the
proposed reorganisation of the work ance of all thc lighthouses and
of the various groups will be in the beacons already installed in Antarc
hands of a Commission headed by tic waters.
Capitan de Fragata (R.S.) Federico
ANTARCTIC NAVAL GROUP
W. Muller.
The icebreaker "General San Mar
A team of four men under the
l e a d e r s h i p o f S r. O s v a l d o C . tin" was scheduled to leave Buenos
Schauer will work at Laserre Bay Aires on October 15, bound for 25
de Mayo Island, Esperanza (Hope
and at 25 de Mayo Island, doing re
search in geology, palaeontology, Bay) and Matienzo, returning to
radio-activity and the collection of Buenos Aires in November 18. From
this port the vessel will leave again
specimens.

A N TA R C T I C

on December 11 and visit the Ork
ney Islands, General Belgrano,
U s h u a i a , M e l c h i o r, A l m i r a n t e
Brown, Teniente Camara, 25 de
Mayo Island and Deception Island,
returning to Buenos Aires about
February 28, 1964.
The transport "Bahia Aguirre"
will leave Buenos Aires on January
3^ 1964, for Deception Island, the
Orkney Islands, Esperanza, back to
Deception Island, and return to
Buenos Aires about February 28. At
these bases the Navv Group will
carry out reprovisionihg and the re
lief of the personnel, besides effect
ing repairs, maintaining the bases
and ouiposls and erecting new
buildings.
The group will do oceanographic
work in the Weddell Sea and Mar
de la Flota in conjunction with the
Naval Hydrographic Service, and
will assist the Hydrographic Service
in meteorological observations. Bat
teries will be recharged in the
beacons at Deception Island, Moon
Bay, 25 de Mayo Island, Hope Bav,
Despedida Island, Melchior, Almir
ante Brown and Bismarck Strait.
In conjunction with thc Argentine
Antarctic Institute, the Naval Group
will carry out geological and glaciometcorological work at 25 de Mayo
Island, glaciological work on the
Filchner Ice Shelf and the collec
tion of bird specimens at Decep
tion Island, Hope Bay, the S. Ork
neys and 25 de Mayo Island.
ARMY ACTIVITIES
The Army will relieve and reprovision the basc at Hope Bav
(Esperanza) and carry out a topo
graphical and scientific reconnais
sance. At General Belgrano, army
men will also relieve, and reprovision the base, inspect the "Salta"
refuge-hur, carry out a general re
connaissance and meteorological ob
servations, and fulfil the Antarctic
Institute's scientific requirements.
All readers are recommended
to bind their copies of
ANTARCTIC VOLUME 2
with thc full index now avail
able at 2/6 per copy.
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185 pp^ill. Published price 18/-T~
Whaling has perhaps been as well
documented as any Antarctic
activity, and there have been several
xcellent first-hand accounts of
elagic or sea-borne whaling from
Ian Villiers' books on the first
Loss Sea expedition in 1923-4, on
wards. This new addition to whal
ing literature deals with operations
in the waters of the Falkland Is
lands Dependencies and is written
by a man who really knows his
whaling: Captain McLaughlin was
for 15 years an executive officer in
factory ships.
Here is the who'e grim but fas
cinating story—the whales, the fac
tory ships and their amazing car
goes (seven million cigarettes in
one ship's "slops" for one season),
the men, from the gunners who are
pointed out as if they were film
stars, to the "boffins," for whom
thc real whale-men, like the author,
profess complete contempt, the pre
parations, the chase, the killing, the
processing: the birds, the weather,
the ice, the relaxation—everything. It
is a wide field adequately covered.
Yet as it is all narrated with a
useful background of history and a
good meatv seasoning of down-toearth, whaler's-language humour, it
makes excellent reading.
Captain McLaughlin is a whaler
with a troubled conscience, and in
his hands the gory trade is not
romanticised. It is, he says, "a sor
did hunt" in which the whale "has
become the helpless victim of the
floating abattoir." It is one of the
most strenuous and dangerous jobs
on earth. And if you want to know
why thc whaleman "curses his hard
life, but goes back to the Antarctic
year after year" here is thc man
to give you the answer. As for
the other problem, the steady ruth
less extermination of the mighty
mammal which has provided profits
for so long, he docs not claim to
have an answer. He wonders "why
Australia and New Zealand have
never had a finger in this rich pie"
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carry 4,000 tons of observation
equipment, including a large type
snow tractor and communications
Japan will resume Antarctic ob
servations from the autumn of 1965, equipment.
The Committee of Shipbuilding at
the last year of the International JARE Headquarters has accepted
Quiet Sun Year (IQSY).
the fundamental plan for the new
Japan's Antarctic work was first ice-breaker. Details are: displace
undertaken in 1956 in co-operation ment 5,000 t., maximum speed 17
with 11 other countries as one of kt., diesel-electric engines 12,000 h-p.,
the projects of the International
length about 100 m., maximum
Geophysical Year. The first Japanese width 22 m. (the "Soya" is 2,700 t.,
observation team, composed of 34 83 m. and 17 m.), aeroplane deck
members, landed on Ongul Island, 500 sq.m., carrying capacity, three
established the Showa Base and Shikolsky-s and one Beaver, 23!
passed the winter there. Five other men, various scientific laboratories.
teams were despatched annually to The Japanese Defence Agency will
the base until it was closed in Feb
arrange the detailed specifications
ruary 1962. Three of the teams by early December.
wintered on the island. The number
of members of thc six teams dis
OBSERVERS
patched totalled 229 men.
JARE Headquarters has sent three
ICE-BREAKER
men to the Antarctic: Captain T.
Japan is building a 5,000-ton ice
breaker with a 12,000-h.p. engine Honda (who will be the Captain of
and with thc ability to crack ice of the new icebreaker). Commander K.
a maximum thickness of 20 feet. Akazuka (who will be the aviation
master of the coming expedition),
The icebreaker, which will have ac
commodation for 240 persons, will and Mr M. Matsumoto (former cap
have a maximum speed of 17 knots tain of the "Soya" in JARE I. II,
and a navigational range of 15,000 III). They left Tokyo on October 29,
nd will go on board U.S.S.
miles. It will be able to crush its a
"Glacier" at Lyttelton, then will ob
way through 6 feet thick ice at a serve the Antarctic Operation in the
speed of two knots.
The ice-crushing capacity of the Ross Sea. Their return home will be
new icebreaker will bc about five on December 25. If possible, they
want to see uninhabited Showa
times that of "Soya," Japan's ice
breaker which was repeatedly used Station from the air. The base, on
Ongul Island, was closed in Febru
in Antarctic waters during Inter
national Geophysical Year. The new ary, 1962. Their 50-day trip will take
them to other U.S. bases and New
ship will have elevator-type hangars Zeaand's Scott Basc.
for three helicopters and also a
hangar for a small plane. In addi
T.V. MEN
tion, it will have enough room to
On November 22 a three-man tele
but adds, "Now it is much too late vision crew from the Japanese
Mainichi Broadcasting Svstem flew
for them to catch up."
from Christchurch to McMurdo
PUBLISHED IN NEW ZEALAND
GEOLOGY OF THE KOETTLITZ- Sound. They are to round-off their
B L U E G L A C I E R R E G I O N , 6i-hour film of New Zealand with
SOUTHERN VICTORIA LAND, shots of Scott Base and New Zea
ANTARCTICA. H. R. Blank, R. A. land observation teams at work.
Messrs. J. Hironaka (director), S.
Cooper. R. H. Wheeler and I. A.
G. Willis. In Trans. Rov. Soc. N.Z. Minagawa (producer) and N. Akimoto (cameraman) seemed satisfied
vol. 2 no. 5, August 1963, 80-100.
THE RANUNCULI OF THE SUB- with their work to date. They said
ANTARCTIC ISLANDS OF NEW that the 13 half-hour programmes
ZEALAND. Part 1: Distribution to be televised over the Mainichi
and Taxonomy. F. J. F. Fisher and network should be interesting and
H. B. Hair. In N.Z. Jnl. Botany i n f o r m a t i v e f o r t h e 4 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0
viewers served.
1: 3, September, 1963.
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BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY
COMES OF AGE
The British Antarctic Survey, as successor to the Falkland
Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS), is the longest established
project in the Antarctic. The coming season is the Survey's
twenty-first.
Each October the three ships onon board
board isis the
the plastic
plastic biological
biological
which form the Survey's own small laboratory
laboratory for
for Signy
Signy Island,
Island, which
which
fleet, RR.S. "John Biscoe" (Captain was
was mentioned
mentioned in
in the
the September
W. Johnston), R.R.S. "Shackleton" issue of "Antarctic." It is a twoand M.V. "Kista Dan" (on charter), storey
storey building
building measuring
measuring 80
80 ft.
ft. xx
head south with stores and relief 25
25 ft.
ft. and
and is
is aa larger
larger version of
staffs. Associated in the endeavour the
the plastic
plastic and
and fibre-glass
fibre-glass huts alal
is the Navy's ice patrol ship "Pro- ready
ready housing
housing scientific
scientific instruments
instruments
tector," veteran of eight seasons in at
at Halley
Halley Bay. The new laboratory
A n t a r c t i c w a t e r s . w i l l p l a y will
a mplay
a j o ar major
p a r t part
i n tinh ether arapid
pid
Between 90 and 100 scientists and expansion
expansion of
of the
the Survey's
Survey's biological
biological
technicians spend periods of up to programme
programmewhich
which isis atat present
present concon
two years carrying out a pro- cenlrated
centrated onon Signy
Signy Island,
Island.
gramme of research which includes
newhut
hut was
was still
still
meteorology, geophysics, geology, The The
sitesite
for for
thethenew
under 4-5
4-5 feet
feet of
of snow
snow in
in midbiology and human physiologv. under
November,2Pl
and^ the
ship was $"%*
there
RELIEF OPERATIONS' £5r3£!5l
S|]iprwas
fore dlvclled
diverted ^to South
South Georgia
Georgia bcbe
R.R.S. "Shackleton" sailed from [ore
fore proceeding to Signy.
Southampton on September 26 with fore Proceeding to Signy.
23 new recruits, and arrived at the R.R.S.
R.R.S. "John
"John Biscoe"
Biscoe" sailed
sailed on
on
Falklands on October 25. This is her October
October 22
22 under
under the
the command of
fifth voyage under the command Captain
Captain William
William Johnston,
Johnston, veteran
veteran
of New Zealander Captain David of of1414Antarctic
Antarctic seasons.
seasons. There
There are
are
Turnbull. Included in the stores 30 30new
newrecruits
recruits on
on board
board and
and two
leading members of the Survey join
the ship at Montevideo. They are
The series should be ready for ed
John Green, Operations Officer and
televising from January 5. Mr Hiro- Dr Martin Holdgate, Chief Biolo
naka said.
The last of the team's series of gist. The stores carried include a
form of Canadian snow vehicle,
13 half-hour documentary films new
"New Zealand Today" will start the Lansing Snowmobile, which is
to be used in the southern part of
with Captain Scott's statue in
Christchurch and moves from there G r a h a m L a n d b y p a r t i e s f r o m
to Scott's 1902-04 hut at Hut Point Stonington Island. It is driven by
and then to today's Scott Basc. an aircraft propeller and runs on
It has been specially developed
Viewers will see New Zealanders skis.
for travelling on soft snow, and car
working under Antarctic conditions ries six men or an equivalent
carrying out scientific research, weight of cargo.
sledge-making, dog-handling, main
taining their vehicles, eating—and
Nosing south into Marguerite Bay
to relieve the British Antarctic Sur
sleeping. The camera-men also visit
ed the restored huts at Cape Evans vey's air base on the south coast
and Cape Royds, and expressed of Adelaide Island, R.R.S. "John
themselves as "very excited and Biscoe" is expected to encounter
thrilled" to be given the opportunity difficult ice conditions in thc com
of making their Antarctic visit.
ing season.
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NEWS FROM THE BASES
ONE MAN LOST
ret to report a fatal acci..,,.., ... Halley Bay during the
winter. On August 15, surveyor
Neville Mann and radio operator
Gordon Mallinson left base on a
dog-training run with two small
teams. They intended to follow a
very familiar route straight across
the ice shelf to the sea ice at Em
peror Bay, within 3-4 miles of base.
While they were out, a storm sud
denly hit the area and drifting
snow was so thick that the two
men became separated. Mallinson
returned alone believing that Mann
was also on his way back. When
Mann did not arrive a party at
tempted to go out and find him,
but conditions were so bad that the
attempt had to be abandoned.
When the search became possible
no trace of him was found and
open water was seen to extend to
the foot of the ice shelf cliffs. It
is presumed that he lost his way
and was drowned. He was 23 years
old.
FIELD WORK
Short trips were undertaken
throughout the winter especially by
biological parties which visited the
two Emperor Penguin rookeries. A
trip lo the Dion Islands from the
Adelaide Island base revealed 300
Emperors—an increase of more
than 100 over first counts in 1949.
The rookery near Halley Bay was
dispersed by the sudden break-up
of the sea ice in the storm in which
Neville Mann lost his life. Two
thousand birds were, however, seen
in September but none of them had
eggs. Of a further six thousand
which appeared later, only 10 per
cent had chicks.
Also at Halley Bay, four men in
two Muskegs set out in September
and laid depots to the Tottan Moun
tains in preparation for spring and
summer field work. At Marguerite
Bay a party from Stonington Is
land travelled north to the Blaik
lock Island refuge hut in midAugust and rendezvoused with a
party from Adelaide Island, but
further travel was hampered by

deep soft snow, and the parties re
turned to base.
A party of surveyors and geolo
gists from Stonington crossed the
Graham Land plateau in October
and started work on the east coast.
A third party from Stonington has
resumed work in George VI Sound.
Two geophysical field parties from
Hope Bay worked in the Prince
Gustav Channel area in August, and
travelled south to Cape Longing be
fore returning to base. In the South
Orkneys two trips were made to
Coronation Island from Signy.
At Deception Island the Survey's
two Otter aircraft were overhauled
after the winter and test flights
successfully carried out at the be
ginning of September. Unfortunate
ly, both were badly damaged by
gales three weeks later and will be
unusable until spares arrive on the
relief ships.
JOURNEYS PLANNED
Four of Britain's most experi
enced mountaineers John Cunning
ham, James Gardner, William Smith
and 'David Todd, all of the Creagh
Dhu Climbing Club of Glasgow, will
take part in an intensified geologi
cal survey of almost unknown areas
of British Antarctica.
Six geologists will be working in
the Marguerite Bay-Graham Land
area this season, making general
reconnaissances and detailed
specialist studies in areas of
interest. Parties will work on the
east coast of Grahamland and on
the east coast of Alexander Island,
where 10,000-ft. mountains rise
steeply from the sea.
A n o t h e r p a r t y, i n c l u d i n g t w o
geologists, will strike inland from
George VI Sound through a littleknown range of mountains to the
Southern Plateau, a 50-mile-wide
"arm" of the main polar ice-cap,
covering hundreds of square miles
of the Graham Land peninsula. Thc
most up-to-date and complete maps
of the area describe the 100 mile by
20 mile range as, simply: "Many
isolated mountain groups and
nunataks."
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The Belgian-Dutch Expedition
We are pleased to give further particulars of the new Belgian-Dutch
expedition, which is expected to leave Antwerp on December 8. (See Sep
tember issue, p. 304.)

The wintering team will consist
of 14 men including the leader, Luc
Cabes. Ten will be Belgian and four
Dutch. Among the Belgian explorers
will be eight veterans (seven of the
first and one of the third Belgian
Antarctic Expedition). There will
also be a summer party of eight
men, five from the Belgian Navy
to help build the base; Professor
Picciotto (a member of the 1960
Belgian expedition), who will be
responsible for the installation of a
quite new recorder for atmospheric
radio-activity; M. De Breuck (of thc
1960 expedition), glaciologist; and
one Dutchman for hydrography on
board the "Magga Dan." M. Cabes
is himself an old comrade of Com
mandant de Gerlache, under whose
leadership he made research in the
field of geomagnetism.
The expedition's programme will
be limited because of the means at
their disposal. It will in fact be
limited to basic observations and
they will not carry out any long
distance ground or aerial explora
tions. The expedition is listed in
the programme for the International
Year of the Quiet Sun and will
carry out observations and research
concerning meteorology (surface
and altitude), sun rays (atmos
pheric electricity), geomagnetism
(ionosphere and auroras), atmos
pheric radio-activity and gravimetry.
In addition, it is probable that the
explorers will collect topographical
information in the immediate
vicinity of thc base, while a sum
mer programme will perhaps be
undertaken during the journey by
Picciotto, another Antarctic veteran,
who will also participate in the in
stallation of material at the base.
THE NEW BASE
The King Baudouin Base, aban
doned several years ago, will have

to be reconstructed. This will be
done in the immediate vicinity of
the first base whose buildings will
serve for storage. The new base
will also be baptized "King
Baudouin."
The expedition will reach the An
tarctic, where it will winter, aboard
a Danish polar ship. It will spend
about 12 to 13 months there, which
will make a period of about 15
months when the return journey is
added.
Holland will participate for the
first time in an Antarctic expedition.
She will send two meteorologists
and one naval wireless operator as
well as a doctor. As regards Hol
land, the expedition is under the
patronage of the Minister for Edu
cation, Culture and Science, the
Academy of Science and the Com
mission for Antarctic Research.
THE ORGANISERS
The organisation having general
control of thc undertaking is the
Belgian-Dutch Antarctic Committee,
presided over by Cdt Gaston de Ger
lache. The Scientific Commission
of the Antarctic Committee has
been called on for advice. The
logistic Commission of the Commit
tee consists of representatives of
National Defence and Communica
tions. All Belgian personnel have
been named by the Government.
THE BUDGET
With respect to Belgium, the ex
pedition is financed from thc bud
get of the Prime Minister for scien
tific research. It is fixed at 17 mil
lion francs, the other 8 million
being supplied by Holland.
Cmdt. De Gerlache submitted the
plan for the expedition to the Prime
Minister in February, 1962.
The material carried by thc ex
pedition will be that brought back
to Belgium after evacuation of the
base.
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Chilean Oceanographers Investigate
Drake Strait
Participating in the third stage of "Operacion Mar Chile" are
scientists and technicians from the Navy Departments of Navi
gation and Hydrography, the Geological Observatory of Lamont,
U.S.A., the University of Concepcion, the Catholic University of
Valparaiso, and the University del Norte, as well as members of
the Naval Reserve on active service.
The operation is essentially an*, pOctober of this year to March 1964.
'There will be six cruises by the

oceanographic investigation of theffl
Drake Strait area, between Tierrafl
del Fuego and the great Antarctic '
Peninsula which the British call
Graham Land, the Americans
Palmer Land—and the Chileans
O'Higgins Land! The operation will
involve altogether some 300 oceano
graphic stations by scientists on
board the Chilean vessel "Yelcho."
The name "Yelcho" commemorates
the vessel in which Shackleton in
1916 rescued the 28 men of the crew
of "Endurance" who were left on
Elephant Island after Shackleton,
Worsley and four others set off in
one of the ship's boats for South
Georgia.
The modern "Yelcho's" captain is
Captain de Corbeta don Carlos
Barra Von Ketychmann.
The main objectives of the opera
tion are (1) to continue the oceano
graphic studies begun in 1959 and
followed up in 1961 and 1962, in
Drake Strait. (2) to extend sound
ings in the zone allocated to Chile
by the 8th International Conference
on Hydrography, Monaco, 1962.
The Department of Navigation
and Hydrography is responsible for
bathymetry, physical and chemical
oceanography, and surface plankton.
Lamont University is responsible for
the work in submarine geology and
terrestrial magnetism.
The third stage extends from
An American observer will be on
board the transport ship and a Bel
gian observer will be sent to an
American antarctic base.

"Yelcho," each lasting one month.
This will make possible the relief
of the scientific and technical per
sonnel and thc re-provisioning of
the ship in Punta Arenas. Oceano
graphic stations will be occupied in
waters where the United States re
search ship "Eltanin" has worked
so that results may be compared.
Here stations will be occupied every
20 miles. At every station water
samples will be taken with Nansen
bottle and temperatures will be re
corded at various depths down to
3,000 metres.
During the 180 days of the opera
tion it is estimated that "Yelcho"
will travel 18,500 miles.
It was announced on October 27
that Rear Admiral J. R. Reedy,
commander of the American Antarc
tic operation, was to visit the Rus
sian base at Mirny late in Novem
ber or early in December. Admiral
Reedy said in Christchurch that it
would be a courtesy call.
OPERATION ON ICEBREAKER
D. J. Lary, a 17-year-old New Zea
land naval rating was stricken with
appendicitis on board H.M.N.Z.S.
"Rotoiti" travelling south to relieve
U.S.S. "Hissem" on weather picket
duly at 60°S. On November 11 he
was transferred to U.S.S. "Glacier"
where a successful appendectomy
was at once performed, in calm
water off Campbell Island. The
same evening he was flown by heli
copter to McMurdo.
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Spring Comes To The Sub-Antarctic
MACQUARIE ISLAND
(Australia)
Bruce Ellwood reported at the
end of September: "The beach on
the west coast of the isthmus is
absolutely packed with hundreds of
Sea Elephants, bulls, cows and
pups, while thc barking of hungry
pups is never-ending. Photographers
are usually out in force when time
and weather permit. Fred de Silva
has taken a deserted pup and is
trying to rear it by feeding it with
a bottle. The pup certainly gets up
to some mischief and strangely
enough gets very upset if he is left
on his own. Fights among the bulls
are quite commonplace now. but
naturally some damage to buildings
does occasionally occur. The first
victim was the fence around the
Met. rain gauge and thermometers.
"Purchase is back with his Royal
Penguins at Bauer Bay and is pre
paring for the next few hectic
months of banding and experiments.
Thomas and Murray took a trip to
Lusitania Bay to film the Penguin
Rookery there.
.When two beardless strangers
walked into the mess one morning
first thoughts were that a ship had
arrived. Before the stampede to the
beach began they let us into the
secret that they had shaved the
night before and were members of
thc party."
Weather information: Lowest tem
perature 28.2°; Highest 44.1°F. Maxi
mum wind gust 62 m.p.h. 26 days
of rain or snow.
During October the population of
the island rose considerably. The
Rockhopper penguins returned to
their rookeries, some Gentoo chicks
were hatched and of course Ele
phant seals were everywhere. In a
census of the new Elephant seal
pups, McGrath counted about four
thousand which had been success
fully weaned and were ready to
leave, or had left, the harems. This
number is only for those on the
isthmus. The pup which de Silva

was trying to rear joined the alsorans.
Is this a new Skua crime? Ob
servers at Bauer Bay saw Skua
gulls take nesting penguins by the
tail and try to drag them off the
nests, in order to get at the eggs.
Weather for the month: Highest
temperature 46.8°F.; lowest 28.7°,
rain and/or snow on 29 days.
Highest wind speed 90 m.p.h.
CHANGE-OVER
The 18-man party for Macquarie
Island 1964, to be led by Robert
O. Nunn of Victoria, is scheduled
to leave Melbourne on M.V. "Nella
Dan" on December 10. In response
to an urgent appeal, two doctors
will each serve a period, Dr N. D.
Abbott from December, 1963 to
March, 1964, and Dr G. C. Middleton from March, 1964 to December,
1964.
As usual, two Australian Army
schooi cadets will travel to Mac
quarie Island on "Nella Dan" with
the relief expedition. They will re
turn in time to spend Christmas
with their families.
CAMPBELL ISLAND
(New Zealand)
When the motor vessel "Holmburn" arrived in Wellington from
its annual servicing trip to Camp
bell Island, early in November, it
brought back six members of the
1962-63 expedition.
Two meteorological observers of
the 1962-63 expedition will remain
on the island until early March,
1964, returning in the U.S.S. "Hissem."
Five men, the advance relief
parly, travelled to Campbell Island
on U.S.S. "Hissem," which left
Dunedin on September 24. en route
for weather picket duties.
A prefabricated building is to be
erected on the island for use as a
store for meteorological equipment,
including new magnetic survey
equipment.
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ENTER THE FIJIANS
An unexpected but welcome visi
tor in the shape of S.S. "Taranui"
arrived at the Island on October 2,
1963, in heavy weather (50 knot
winds).
Three scientific officers came
ashore for a quick look around but
returned on board early in the
afternoon to catch up on some
sleep. The following day the skip
per, Captain Mathison, and D.S.I.R.
personnel came ashore and were
entertained to lunch.
The Fijian crew came ashore
later in thc day, and after inspect
ing thc camp and being introduced
to the local inhabitants including
the sea elephants, were shown
colour slides, after which the
Fijian visitors gave a Kava Cere
mony and entertained with songs
and dancing.
The "Taranui" departed the fol
lowing day for Bounty Island, but
because of bad weather had to re
turn direct to Wellington.
Seeing that the servicing is over,
the Island personnel are settling
in very well, with weight increasing
by the pound.
"The following party are at pre
sent on the island.
J. E. K. Judd, Oflicer in Charge;
£. H. Matheson, Mechanic/Handy
man; M. J. Davison, Radio Tech
nician; C. D. Dowe, Sen. Ion. Ob
server; W. G. Cousins, Ion. Ob
server; R. G. Rae, Cook; E. D. de
St Croix, Sen. Met. Observer; P. M.
Ingram, Met. Observer; R. M. F.
Craig, Met. Observer; J. Washer,
Met. Observer, 1963; J. Squibb, Sen.
Met Observer, 1963; D. G. Herkt,
Carpenter; N. McDonald, D.S.I.R.
Technician.
Squibb, Washer and Herkt will bc
coming off the Island on the last
transport in early March 1964.

CROZET ISLANDS
(France)
This summer will see the con
struction of the permanent station
on l'lle de la Possession, decided on
in 1960 (see "Antarctic," March,
1963). The new base is designed to
accommodate 15 men. It is to be

constructed on the plateau which
dominates la Baie du Navire. It
will be linked with the disembarka
tion beach by an aerial way 600
metres long. The station will com
prise seven metal buildings with an
area of 1,000 square metres.
The Crozet team will need to un
load 400 tons of building material
by means of pneumatic rafts. Suc
cess will depend on the weather.
An entomologist will work for a
fortnight on L'fle des Cochons.

KERGUELEN
(France)
Frost and abundant snow—15
days of snow in July and 25 in
August. Violent winds reduced out
side activities considerably during
August and September.
1 he marine biology and chemistry
laboratories have been practically
completed and the living quarters
for the summer staff re-decorated.
The struggle against rabbits has
been intensified by thc spread of
myxomatosis.
During September, in spite of
bad weather there were many
sorties on foot, by boat and by
weasel. During one trip, to l'lle
Haute, 18 reindeer and seven wi'd
mountain sheep were sighted.
(Three reindeer, one male and two
females, and a couple of sheep were
liberated on the island in May
1956). It would seem that the ac
climatisation of these animals is
progressing favourably.
The catch of a "sea" trout on the
shingle beach at Port-aux-Francais
has renewed interest in the study
of the trout introduced to Ker
guelen.
SUMMER PLANS
The Port-aux-Francais basc will be
inspected in view of the need be
fore long to reconstruct it. In the
meantime, only maintenance and
alterations to existing buildings are
planned for this summer. The re
moval of the seismology building
to a site nearer the base, and the
transformation of one of the old
military camp buildings into a
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WHALES AND WHALERS
On October 28 five nations signed
an agreement on an international
observer system aboard whaling ex
peditions. The signatories were Bri
tain, the Soviet Union, Hol'and
Norway and Japan.
The agreement provides for the
placing of observers of different
nationalities on all whaling ships
Su r.8
in tIle
soulhern
oceans under
the
flags
of the
five countries
durVn?,
,l-he
1964-6^
andwhaling
1965-66.seasons 1963-64,
Thc observers will make their re
ports to the secretariat of the In
ternational Whaling Commission.
The commission has agreed to set
up under the convention a commit
tee consisting of the commissioners
ol the five countries to operate the
observers scheme. The cost of this
will be shared b e t we e n the
countries.
Thc observers will verify the ob
servance by the expeditions of the
provisions of the convention in re
gard to thc taking of whales and
their utilisation, and will see that
whaling quotas aimed at conserv
ing stock are not being exceeded.
An Oslo message dated October 2
says that the Thor Dahl Company
of Sandefjord, Norway, has decided
to send its factory ship Thorshovdi
to the Antarctic for thc coming sea
son. This follows thc Government
rejection of the company's appli
cation to sell the ship to Japan.
There will now be four Nor
wegian expeditions in the Antarctic
this year.
GREATER RESTRICTIONS
DEMANDED
The director-general of the Food
and Agriculture Organisation (Mr
laboratory are two of the projects
planned.
Preliminary mapping projects
will continue under the direction
or a team of cartographers from
the National Geographical Institute,
who will use helicopters for map
ping purposes. Two "Alouette II"
helicopters have been made avail
able by the Air Force for use in
the French sub-Antarctic islands.
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B. R. Sen) is asking whaling com
panies from every country engaged
in the industry voluntarily to limit
their catches to 5000.
™nIn,-a lelter to the International
Whaling Commission he said its
recent quota reduction from 15,000
,n™„whale units last season to
10,000 for 1963-64 would be "com
pletely ineffective as a conservation
measure for fin whales.
"Any serious attempt to reach thc
new quota will further reduce the
stock of fin-whales and delay the
time when, even by the application
of stringent conservation measures,
these stocks can be rebuilt to a
level at which they can sustain eco
nomic yields," he said.
Mr Sidney Holt, chief of the
biology branch of F.A.O.'s fisheries
division and a member of an I.W.C
committee of three scientists, also
said that merely to keep up the pre
sent sustainable yield of fin-whales
would .mean catching fewer than
0000 ol them annually for a few
years. The scientists calculated that
this would let the stock increase so
™'nLevcntuall-v il w°ukl yield about
20,000 whales each season.
WHALES AND THE WEATHER
During the whaling season of
1962-63, reports the South African
i»,^./-i iduiu weaincr messages were
sent to the Bureau by wha'ing ships
in the Southern Ocean. The catas
trophic decline in whaling revenue
may have a result few, surely, could
have foreseen. "A day will come"
says A. B. Crawford in the "News
letter," "when the whale as a source
of revenue will disappear altogether.
This will have a correspondingly
marked effect on the present high
standard of weather analysis from
these waters."
BRITISH WHALING ENDED
The sale of the British factory
ship "Southern Harvester" to Nip
pon Suisen Kaisha, Tokyo, for
£1,050,000 puts Britain finally out of
Antarctic whaling since Messrs. Salvesen, the owners, have also sub
leased their South Georgia land
whaling station to the Japanese
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SCAR MEETING
The Seventh meeting of the Scien
tific Committee on Antarctic Re
search was held in September at
Cape Town, South Africa. New Zea
land was represented by Mr R. W.
Willett, a member of the National
Committee on Antarctic Research
and of the Ross Dependency Re
search Committee.
Prior to the business meeting, a
Symposium on Antarctic Geology
was held, under the auspices of
SCAR and IUGS. This was attended
by Mr Willett and by Mr Guyon
Warren, of thc N.Z. Geological Sur
vey, D.S.I.R., Christchurch.
Thc SCAR meeting itself was at
tended by delegates from all mem
ber countries except Chile, Belgium
and the USSR. It was particularly
unfortunate that the USSR was ab
sent as their contributions to thc
geological field have been of note
and the presence of Russian geolo
gists would have added much to
the discussions. The business meet
ings followed the pattern of all
other SCAR meetings, and after the
first Plenary Session broke clown
into Working Groups and an ad hoc
committee.
The main Working Group meet
ing, and this was designed because
of the geological Symposium, was
the Working Group on Gco'ogy. The
New Zealand delegate has been
chairman of this Group since its in
ception and this particular meeting
was one of considerable importance
as a number of important decisions
were taken. Chief among these were
the decisions to complete the Lexi
con on Antarctic stratigraphic and
formational names, to suggest that
Australia and New Zealand consider
the possibility of preparing a Geo
logical Map of Antarctica, and to
ask the National Committees of
both South Africa and New Zealand
to consider the possibility of the
etablishment of depositories of

company for 1963-64. Thc only other
British factory ship "Southern Ven
turer" was sold to Japan in 1961.

literature and useful specimens for
comparative purposes at the Uni
versity of Cape Town and at the
University of Canterbury, Christ
church, for the use of Antarctic
visitors passing through these two
cities.
One of the more interesting
changes in the offices of SCAR took
place this year when Dr Laclavere,
who has been President of SCAR
since its inception, stood down. Dr
Laclavere has clone much to estab
lish SCAR particularly in the early
days when its establishment along
its present lines called for much
diplomacy. Dr L. M. Gould, geolo
gist from the United States, was
unanimously elected to the position
of President.
This particular SCAR meeting die'
not have a great deal of business
to undertake, and this is indicative
of the smooth working of SCAR it
self. It has become fully recognised
as the authoritative international
committee on Antarctic Research
and this has been recognised by
other international organisations
for comment,
most important
mittees with which New Zeaiunu i»
associated. New Zealand's effort in
the Antarctic is considerable and is
particularly important. New Zea
land has taken an active part in
SCAR since its inception and New
Zealand's voice has alway:
listened to carefully and hegiven full consideration. In .
of geology the work of N<
landers is held in high regard by
other workers in Antarctic"
this is particularly plcasinf
New Zealand has a grea'
bility imposed on it bv tl
the area of New Zealand influ
contains much of the ex]
of Antarctica.

INSPECTION PLANS
Under the terms of the 1959 An
tarctic Treaty each of the 12 treaty
signers has the right to inspect the
Antarctic stations of all the other
nations, providing that prior notice
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of such inspection is given. Till this
year, none of the treaty signers had
exercised this right, though there
have been many welcome and valu
able interchanges of "observers,"
generally scientists.
The 12 treaty participants and the
number of Antarctic stations each
maintains at present are: Argen
tina (5); Australia (3); Belgium
(0); Chile (4); France (1); Japan
(0); New Zealand (1); Norway (0);
the Union of South Africa (1); the
United Kingdom (8); the United
States (5); and the Soviet Union
(4). In addition the United States
and New Zealand operate a joint
station, and the United States main
tains a ship that is classed as a
station.
Now the United States is seriously
considering a plan to make on-site
inspections of foreign stations.
According to State Department of
ficials, the contemplated inspection
team would not be looking for any
thing in particular. U.S. officials, it
is stressed, do not suspect that any
of the treaty provisions, including
those banning military bases,
maneuvrcs and weapons tests of
any kind, has been violated.
The proposed inspection may
have a twofold aim: to exercise the
right of inspection granted in the
spection experience.
The New Zealand Prime Minister
said on November 21 that it was
thc intention of thc Government to
appoint observers, as provided
under the Antarctic Treaty, to carry
out inspection duties in Antarctica.
Mr R. L. Hutchens of thc Depart
ment of External Affairs and Mr J.
T. O'Leary, D.S.I.R., visited Mc
Murdo Byrd and Pole stations early
in December.
Mr Holyoake recalled that the
treaty provided that Antarctica
should be a demilitarised area
where any measures of a military
nature, such as the establishment
of military bases and fortifications,
the carrying out of military
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manoeuvres, as well as thc testing
of any type of weapons were pro
hibited.
The treaty prohibits any nuclear
explosions and the disposal in An
tarctica of radioactive waste
material.
Parties have the right to desig
nate observers to whom all areas of
Antarctica, installations, equipment
and the like shall be open at all
times.
"There is no suggestion, of course,
that the treaty is not being faith
fully observed by all parties," said
Mr Holyoake.
"Thc Government has consistently
taken the view that any measures
in the field of arms control or dis
armament—affecting both nuclear
and conventional weapons—must be
accompanied by appropriate
measures to ensure their observ
ance.
"How else can there be any of
the confidence which is essential?
"That is why we have felt it de
sirable lo demonstrate the import
ance which we attach to these pro
visions of the Treatv."

(from page 361)
uncomplainingly throughout and
with the willing co-operation of all,
the Base ran almost like clock work.
I found myself having to enterlain V.I.P.s, lead seal hunts to obtain
dog meat, assist with various jobs
around the Base, fly on re-supply
and reconnaissance flights, spend
long hours on office work sometimes
into thc early hours of the morning
and do two-finger typing which
would have got me the sack at any
typing job in New Zealand.
The Leader's job was demanding,
but rewarding. I had many exciting
limes and often suffered from the
cold, but of my year as Scott Base
Leader I can only say, hat with the
Leaderl can only say that, with the
the wonderful support given by the
Americans and the help and advice
from the Superintendent and Staff
of Antarctic Division, I had a very
rewarding and successful year.
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A SCOTT BASE LEADER REMEMBERS
By ATHOL ROBERTS
The third and final instalment of the happy memories of
Athol Roberts, Scott Base leader, 1962.
established that the mouth of the
ANOTHER RECCE
At this stage it was thought the Robert Scott glacier was so heavily
party might have to pe picked up crevassed that this route was defi
on the polar plateau as no suitable nitely out. Later, the suggestion that
glacier had yet been found to allow the party might get down the Axel
them a route to the Ross Ice Shelf. Heiberg glacier called for another
I hoped we could get them as far reconnaissance.
This flight struck a lot of cloud
down as the Robert Scott Glacier
and therefore negotiated with the and it was only an additional foot
Americans for a reconnaissance to reconnaissace by the field party that
established that this glacier was
this area.
This flight did not come off until feasible with dogs and sledges. Fifty
early in December and was fitted years after Amundsen had used this
in with a re-supply drop to the route to the Pole the southern party
southern field party who were now successfully negotiated it and were
at the head of the Shackleton picked up in February near Mt. Betty
at ice shelf level.
glacier.
Scott Base photographer Howard
T h e N o r t h e r n p a r t y, a f t e r a
O'Kane was taken on the Robert straight-forward run were picked
Scott reconnaissance to get a good up in January from the Bowden
record of the area and the weather Neve at about 5,500 feet; and with
throughout was excellent. The flight both parties returned to Base a very
was made in an R4D8 of VX6 Squad
fine field season was brought to a
ron and the route was over the successful conclusion.
Ross Ice Shelf to Shackleton glacier,
ALWAYS SOMETHING DOING
up the Shackleton to the polar
I flew on many other flights in
plateau where the Southern parly
were located and thence along the helicopters, R4Ds and Hercules and
edge of the plateau to Robert Scott covered in all something in the
Glacier, down the Robert Scott to vicinity of 15 to 20,000 miles.
the ice shelf and then the long haul
Back at Base, work went on con
of over 600 miles back to Base.
tinually at a high tempo, and the
maintenance staff especially were
ALL IN ONE BASKET
At the head of Shackleton we kept fully extended with vehicles
came on the Southern party on the breaking down or one of the Lister
northern edge, just over the brow Generators requiring overhaul or
of a mountain. A large circle had some other job that always seemed
been marked as the dropping area to require doing.
In major general work there was
and we made about 20 runs, put
thc Auroral Tower to move to a
ting the cases right on target. The
new site, a disposal unit to erect
plane's cargo-master got over-en
thusiastic and increased the number from the kitchen to the tide crack,
the whistler mast to move to a new
of cases dropped each time until
he had the doorway piled right up. site, the Rhombic mast which had
As this pile of cases was pushed fallen down the previous winter to
out, the top one crashed into the re-erect, 800 drums to be recovered
stabilizer, putting a huge dent in from under snow and stacked in
it. This gave us all a fright and preparation for refuelling and dozens
from then on only two cases were of other jobs requiring considerable
dropped at a lime. All landed in time and labour. Working conditions
perfect condition with no casualties. outside were mostly cold and un
From the reconnaissance it was pleasant, but all my team toiled
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WHAT IS THE AURORA?
By B. P. Sandford.*
For hundreds of years the ex
planation of the southern and
northern lights has been unques
tionably entwined with superstition
and folk lore. It is only in recent
years after extensive scientific
study, much of which has been
done in Antarctica, that we are be
ginning to understand the aurora.
Centuries ago in countries where
an auroral display was a rare event,
its appearance was considered as a
natural phenomenon presaging
rs such as droughts and
:s. In lands where the auroral
uispray was a frequent event, its
nrriirr^nce caused little concern and
, lanation could be found in
folk lore. The New Zealand Maori
called it "Tahu-Nui-A-Rangi," the
'turning of the sky. He conl it to be smoke and light
:reat fires lit by lost kinsmen
canoes had drifted and
lto the cold seas south of
New Zealand. The Eskimo thought
it to be sunlight reflected into the
sky from the Arctic ice.
The aurora is one of natures most
beautiful and awe inspiring pheno
mena. Although it is generally too
faint to be seen in the daytime, it
can occasionally exceed the bright
ness of the full moon. It may ap
pear as great patches of white, red
or greenish light, as narrow bands
waving across the sky or as tall
curtains of red, green and white
gently waving in some gentle breeze.
Long shafts of light may point up
towards a fixed point in thc sky
to form a magnificent corona. The
spectacular beauty of a great
auroral display can only be fully
appreciated by those who have been
fortunate to observe it themselves.
At first, the height of the aurora
was only guessed at, but following
the discovery of photography it be
came relatively easy to determine
* Dominion Physical Laboratory, Lower
Hutt.

the height, by measuring the posi
tion of the aurora with respect to
the stars, in a pair of photographs
of the same auroral form, taken
from two points many miles apart.
The lowest part of an aurora may
be as close as 40 miles to thc earth,
the brightest parts of most aurora
are about 65 miles high and the
upper parts of a display can extend
outward from the earth for hun
dreds of miles.
At about the time that the
modern scientist began to unc,~'stand the phenomenon of mam
ism, its association with the a
was realised. In the eiehtd
varied by small irregular „
during an auroral display. In th<
nineteenth century it was also
noted that the rays forminj
vertical part of an auroral curtain
lay along the lines of the earth's
magnetic field. It was discovered
that aurorae occur most frequently
in two broad circular zones which
are centred on the geomagnetic
poles of the earth.
It had also been recognised that
the aurora was closely associated
with electrical phenomena. The
most striking evidence of electrical
effects was seen in the similarity
of the auroral light to the glows
produced in a gas discharge tube.
If high voltages are connected to
terminals on a glass bulb, from
which most of the air is pumped,
the glass bulb is seen to fill with
an auroral-like glow. This effect has
been developed to practical use in
the colourful flashing advertising
signs and in the household fluores
cent lamp.
The reasons for the aurora being
associated with electrical and mag
netic effects became clear with the
discovery of the electron at the
turn of the last century. If a stream
of energetic electrons travel into
the earth's atmosphere, they con
stitute an electrical current. Vari-
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ations of this current produce
changes in the earth's magnetic
field and hence the wavering of the
compass needle. Such an electron
stream would tend to travel along
lines of magnetic force and so pro
duce the auroral rays. The elec
trons, as they entered the atmos
phere, lose their energy in collisions
with the atmospheric gases. If an
atom of oxygen in the atmosphere
is hit by an energetic electron, some
energy is transferred to one of the
bound electrons which arc spinning
around the nucleus of the oxygen
atom. This leaves the oxygen atom
in an unstable condition so that it
takes the first available chance to
release its excess energy and thus
return to its normal stable state.
One of the easiest ways it can do
this is to give up its energy in the
form of light. This light can only be
e m i t t e d w i t h c e r t a i n s p e c i fi c
colours, which are red and green
for atomic oxygen. Collisions of
energetic electrons with nitrogen
molecules give rise to red and blue
light. It is this light which gives
rise to the colours of the aurora,
and it is a mixture of these colours
that produces the white auroral
light. In everyday life we see light
produced in a similar manner, the
yellow light from the sodium street
lamps and thc red light from the
neon advertising signs. Although we
now know that it is the collisions
of electrons and protons with the
atoms and molecules of the high
atmosphere that produce auroral
light, it is not so clearly understood
where the electrons and protons
originate from.
Early in the history of auroral
theory it had been realised that the
sun was the initial source of the
disturbance in the earth's atmos
phere that led to an auroral disglay.
een The
found
occurrence
to vary ofconsiderably
aurora had
from year to year, the years of
peak occurrence coinciding with the
maxima of the 11 year cycle of sunspot and solar flare activity. Ob
servations of the sun indicate that
great streams of hot gases are con
tinually shooting out from its sur
face in the form of solar promin
ences and flares. Some of the very

large solar flares shoot out great
clouds of protons and electrons into
inter-planetary space and it is these
particles which transfer energy
from the sun to the region of the
earth and initiate the disturbance
that gives rise to the auroral dis
plays.

Thc least understood part of the
process is how the energy from the
particles travelling from the sun is
transferred to particles in the
region of the earth that finally col
lide with the upper atmosphere to
produce the aurora. It is only since
the advent of the International Geo
physical Year (I.G.Y.) that some of
the important clues lo these prob
lems have been discovered. The
I.G.Y. was established so that scien
tists studying the behaviour of the
earth and its environment on a
large scale, could do world wide
co-ordinated observations. As far as
auroral scientists were concerned,
the use of satellites and the inten
sive use of rockets provided actual
details of the physical state of the
upper atmosphere. This meant that
the density, temperature, composi
tion and many other properties of
the atmosphere tens and hundreds
of miles above the earth could
actually be measured and checked
with some certainty. The Van Allen
belts were discovered. These are
great belts of charged particles ex
tending around the earth, hundreds
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A Corona.

of miles above the equator, con
taining large numbers of energetic
protons and electrons which are
trapped in the magnetic field of the
earth and from which they cannot
>e unless they are perturbed
jme way. Much more detailed
information will have to be obtain
ed from distances out to thousands
of miles from the earth before re
liable and detailed auroral theories
can be developed.
A detailed theory of aurora must
cover many problems. Where do
the electrons come from and how
do they get their high energy? Why
does aurora form in narrow arcs
and bands? Why is aurora some
times steady and stable, at other
times a maze of colours, movement
and motion? Why are aurorae in
the region of the South Pole faint
and patchy, while those observed
in New Zealand are generally
brighter and more stable forms?
Most questions like these cannot

yet be answered in any detail.
Only a broad generalised picture
of the present state of the explana
tion of aurora can be given here.
A flare on the sun emits a great
cloud of protons and electrons. The
density of electrons in this cloud
is such that the cloLid behaves as a
single unit just as we think of a
drop of water as a single unit, and
not as a collection of millions of
molecules as it really is. This cloud
usually takes between 24 and 36
hours to travel from the sun to the
earth. When it reaches the earth
it interacts with the earth's mag
netic field, causing a magnetic
storm, extensive blackouts on short
wave radio and brilliant auroral dis
plays.
The electrons in the cloud do not
necessarily enter the earth's atmos
phere to cause the aurora them
selves but they can set up great
fluctuations of the earth's magnetic
field and thereby transfer energy
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from the cloud to the very thin f a i n t a u r o r a l g l o w ( p o l a r g l o w
atmosphere thousands of miles out. aurora) covering the whole of the
Antarctic and Arctic regions. After
The disturbances in the earth's mag
netic field may disrupt the Van a very large solar flare this glow
may become bright enough to be
Allen belts causing energetic elec
t r o n s f r o m t h e m t o e n t e r t h e observed as a faint purplish glow
earth's upper atmosphere and to covering the entire polar regions.
In addition to the relatively rare
produce aurora. The fluctuations of
polar glow aurora, there is another
the earth's magnetic field may also
non-visual aurora in progress all the
accelerate electrons on the fringes
of the earth's atmosphere and cause time. This aurora is a faint and
them to come pouring down to v e r y e x t e n s i v e a u r o r a w h i c h
a maximum intensity in the
produce aurora. The disturbance has
hundreds of miles above the earth a u r o r a l z o n e s . W h e n t h e t o t a l
also causes electric currents to amount of light is added up over a
flow in the ionosphere, the layer period of many months it is found
of low energy electrons that is in thc long run to be a greater
source of light than the very bright
responsible for the reflection of but short lived visible aurora. Re
radio waves. These low energy e.ecsearch by New Zealand scientists
trons will gain energy from the cur
rents anG if they gain sufficient on data from New Zealand and the
States Antarctic stations has
energy they also may produce United
led to this discovery.
auroral light. A few of the electrons
that come in the electron cloud
At the present time then, only thc
from thc sun may also enter the broad general details of auroral
earth's atmosphere and produce
theory arc known. The exact mech
aurora in the region of the north
anisms by which electrons arc accel
and south magnetic poles. It is e r a t e d a n d p r o j e c t e d i n t o t h c
thus obvious that the processes by atmosphere are still in considerable
which the electrons gain then- doubt. In thc next few years with
energy, enter the earth's upper continued intensive high altitude re
atmosphere and cause the aurora search, many of the unknown fac
are very complex and not yet
tors can be expected to be solved.
clearly understood.
Thus far the only form of aurora
that has been considered is the
aurora that can be seen by the
naked eye, but there are other
forms of aurora which have been
discovered from observations by
New Zealand scientists at Scott
Base. It was mentioned earlier that
the sun shoots out both electrons
and protons from some of the large
solar flares. Thc more energetic
protons from these flares do not
remain with the cloud of electrons,
but come rushing towards the
earth, some arriving only an hour
or so after the flare. These protons
are channelled by the earth's mag
netic field into thc polar regions
where they descend to a height as
low as 30 miles and cause polar
blackouts (polar cap absorption
events) which disrupt completely
all radio communications for
periods of clays in the polar regions.
These protons also give rise to a

[Brian Sandford was a member of the
wintering party at Scott Base in 19^9, and
during his year at the basc took part in
several Held journeys.—Ed.l

HAVE YOU ANY
OLD ISSUES
you do not require?
There is a constant demand for
back numbers of "Antarctic," and
we have NO spares of the following
issues:
Vol. 1, No. 1
2
9
Vol. 2, No. 2
4
9
If you can let us have copies of
any of the above issues, we shall
be very grateful. Payment at 5/- per
copy, if requested.
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A PLEA FOR IGLOOS
by John Bechervaise
. v c.« itinerant polar shelters,
I believe the igloo possesses some
advantages; which is not to say
that it is the best in all circum
stances. However, anyone who has
spent several days in a tent under
the constant strain and buffet of
powerful winds knows how insist
ent is thc desire for stillness and
quiet, both of which a proper igloo
provides. Frequently I have been
glad to exchange even a hut or a
vehicle for the peace of an igloo.
Thc dozen or more nights I can
separately remember of absolute
fear of what the elements might
accomplish were all spent in tents,
huts, or sledge-caravans; never
under a vault of ice or neve. In an
emergency, an igloo may obviously
save life; in countless circum
stances, it may make the difference
between an exiguous margin and
the centre of a comparatively com
fortable existence. During this pre
sent springtime, even, I found my
self with a party of young men be
set by storm on a peak in the Aus
tralian Alps. We might have de
scended from the blizzard in dis
comfort and disorder; instead we
built an igloo large enough for 10
initiates to laugh round their cook
ing stoves and to gain confidence
in their capacity to survive the
worst of the local product at least.
The quietness and solid security
of an igloo are augmented by
several lesser virtues. By day, there
is excellent, even lighting for work
ing or reading—the lack of such
may be an added misery in a tent
or caravan straining at its moorings
—and, at night, there is maximum
illumination from any available
light source. A single candle burns
so steadily, and its light is reflected
so completely, that it may be ade
quate for several men. The tempera
ture inside an unhealed igloo re
mains extraordinarily constant; the
absence of wind-chill is, of course,

a major advantage possessed by
this shelter, and a man may work
without discomfort at far lower
ambient temperatures than in a
tent. For the study of ice crystal
lography, for photo-micrography of
snow particles, especia'ly in sum
mer, when a tent, hut or caravan
may absorb too much solar heat,
an igioo is ideal. When a stove is
lit in an igloo, its effect on the still
air is immediately palpable; the
convection currents within its dome
distribute the heat; at the same
time, in all weathers, an igloo is
easily ventilated. Apertures may be
made easily or sealed to suit the
disposition of wind and drift.
Especially in lower latitudes, an
igloo wiil frequently become selfventilating for a given quantity of
internal heating. There will be
thawing of the interior surface if
the ventilation is insufficient; when
convection currents find or are
given suitable exit, this thawing
ceases; at the same time a balance
with the external air movement is
struck, and little drift snow enters.
All igloo builders find that suit
ably compacted snow, although
varying considerably in texture, is
seldom unavailable. On the plateau,
the sastrugi or dune substance it
self is ideal; or close to mountains
there are usually drifts for quarry
ing (incidentally, some drifts may
be easily excavated for cave shel
ters). In sub-Antarctic or temperate
snow-fields, it may be necessary to
remove a surface layer or two be
fore finding material of the right
consistency—stuff that will lift out
as a sufficiently firm block.
Required tools are of the
simplest. On Heard Island, wc built
igloos using only the ice-axe to
channel round blocks before loosen
ing them carefully with the blade
and lifting them clear; but for
speed and soundness, a large-
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toothed saw—which may also be
used as a knife—is indispensable,
and a flat spade most helpful. If
used carefully some of the clural
heads, made to fit over the haft of
an ice-axe, are quite suitable. Travel
ling however lightly, anyone in An
tarctica without some tool capable
of quarrying snowblocks is neglect
ing a basic precaution.
In snow-house construction, the
removal of the first block leaves an
edge to work upon, and subsequent
blocks are more easily quarried. It
is often possible to work vertically
downwards until a face is produced
into which both length and breadth
cuts are made and from which pre
cisely shaped blocks are removed
with minimum difficulty.
In commencing an igloo, it is
common practice to excavate a cir
cular pit to a depth of one or two
courses of snow-blocks, say 20-24
inches aggregate. This enables the

builders to make a firm foundation
of precisely the required size. In
practice, for small parties, dia
meters exceeding eight or nine feet
present problems progressing geo
metrically with size. The first course
of nevean masonry may be exca
vated from the basc of the igloo
and raised as a flat circular wall,
with each block cut radially so that
all joints point towards the centre
of the circle. Personally, I prefer
using the largest blocks possible—
about a foot thick and high and
curved two, or even three feet long,
if the snow is not too heavy. It
becomes, with a little experience,
easy to use a double technique of
cutting in approximate arcs, and
shaping the blocks with the flexed
saw as they are set in position. A
little judicious trimming of masonry
is generally necessary after it is
laid, especially on top, where the
surface must be carved to slope
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inwards uniformly at an angle in
creasing from about 20° on the bot
tom level to perhaps 35° near the
top, where the circular wall has
closed in to a diameter of about
four feet at head height. Most
builders prefer to use an ascending
spiral construction which may
easily be generated by carving down
the second course in a circular
ramp; the advantage of this method
is that each block, as it is placed,
firmly anchors the previous one.
With parallel courses, each is un
stable until the circle is complete.
The vertical joints are staggered as
in ordinary brickwork.
Because almost all snow blocks
rapidly adhere firmly under slight
pressure, a good deal of straight
overlap—stepping, in effect—is pos
sible, and, as The diameter dim
inishes, the gradient of upper sur
faces need not increase as a normal
to the curve of the ig'oo section.
This makes it easier for a man
working inside the igloo to support
the blocks alone as the walls ap
proach each other. Only in the
penultimate stage may there be
some advantage if two men work
inside from a prepared stack. Be
fore this an arched man-hole will
have been cut, leading under the
wall. This is usually positioned with
its axis 30°-40° from prevaiing wind
leeward. Later, if necessary, it may
be vaulted as a crawling tunnel. The
ideal igloo form probably would
have all the touching surfaces of
blocks radial to the centre of a
hemisphere, progressing evenly until
a single finial key block might be
pushed up from the outside and
placed as a mitred stopper from
within. However, this is quite diffi
cult, and as sound a practical effect
may be obtained by sealing a
rather large hole more easily with
four leaning rib-slabs, cut at suit
able angles and meeting at the
apex, and four chamfered triangular
panels. I have seen the final four
feet of the igloo satisfactorily roof
ed in this manner. The method is a
short cut to achievement, circum
venting difficulty of dome construc
tion, and is especially useful with
snow that does not readily coalesce.
Skill in building igloos is prob
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ably best attained under pressure
of circumstances. The most wel
come shelter is when the need is
greatest, when weather is worst . . .
such as when our tent had been
buried completely for five days at
five thousand feet on Big Ben,
Heard Island, and the pressure of
seven feet of new snow was slowly
reducing our living room. With this
incentive, a tunnel up to the bliz
zard, and the ice-plated labour of
hewing ashlar from a suitable drift,
seemed entirely reasonable, and the
subsequent igloo truly a mansion.
[John M. Bechervaise was Officer in Charge
of the Australian stations, Heard Island In
1952 and Mawson in 1955 and again in 1959.
From Mawson he had several long traverses
inland. An accomplished writer, he pubbook "Blizzard and Fire" will be reviewed
book "Blizzard and Frost" will be reviewed
in our next issue. He was also co-author
with Phillip Law of "A.N.A.R.E." in 1957—
Ed.]

ANTARCTIC WEEK IN
CHRISTCHURCH
15,000 Christchurch citizens at
tended the eighth U.S. Navy Sup
port Force's "open-house" at the
Airport on November 10, the first
event of "Antarctic Week." In addi
tion to displays, etc., organised by
the Canterbury Branch of the New
Zealand Antarctic Society, there
were exhibitions of photographs,
clothing, equipment, relics, etc., at
the airport and in several business
houses, and the flags of the 12
Antarctic Treaty nations were fiying around Captain Scott's statue
on the bank of the Avon.
On November 14 at the Civic
Theatre Admiral Reedy spoke to a
large audience, and also to his Chief
of Staff at McMurdo in a telephone
conversation which was heard by
the audience. Two colour films of
Antarctic interest were also shown
and prizes were presented to the
winners of an "Antarctic Today"
Essay competition open to school
children and sponsored by the
Christchurch "Star."

The New Zealand Antarctic Society
is a group of New Zealanders, some of whom have seen Antarctica
for themselves, but all vitally interested in some phase of Antarctic
exploration, development or research.
You are invited to become a member.
BRANCH SECRETARIES
Wellington: W. J. P. Macdonald, Box 2110, Wellington.
Canterbury: Miss Helen S. Hill, Box 404, Christchurch, or
194 Knowles St., Christchurch 5.
Dunedin: J. H. McGhie, Box 34, Dunedin.

"THE ANTARCTIC TODAY"
This volume is out of print, but a limited number of the follow
ing separate sections is available, the stapling slightly rusted:
Ionosphere Research (J. W. Beagley).
Meteorology (A. R. Martin).
Marine Biology (R. K. Dell).
Aurora Australis (I. L. Thomsen).
The Nations in the Antarctic (recent Australian, South
African, French, etc., exploration by leading experts in
the countries concerned).
These separates are available at a cost of four shillings each
from the Secretary, N.Z. Antarctic Society.
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